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Structure of the presentation

• Taylor’s Hypothesis (TH)
• Connection of spacecraft-frame power 

spectrum to plasma-frame energy spectrum 
using spacetime correlation functions

• Modeling of spacetime correlation functions 
within the framework of incompressible 
MHD turbulence

• RMHD Numerical simulations to validate the 
theoretical model of spacetime correlation 
functions 

• Interpretation of spacecraft-frame power 
spectra beyond TH (using the modeled 
spacetime correlation functions) 

• Examples using Helios.
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Time signals that are measured in the spacecraft-frame are related to the spatial structures of 
solar wind (SW) turbulence. Often, time signals are used to analyze 

• The scale-by-scale turbulent cascade that is related to nonlinear interactions  
• The spatial scaling laws that govern the turbulence (e.g., energy spectrum, structure 

functions..)

Theories and numerical simulations investigate the scaling laws and statistical characteristics of the 
turbulent spatial structures in the plasma frame.

To understand SW turbulence in the context of the proposed theories we need to connect 
the measured time signals (spacecraft frame) to their corresponding spatial structures in 
the plasma frame 



Taylor’s Hypothesis 

Most analyses of solar wind observations adopt the Taylor’ Hypothesis (TH) (Taylor 
1938), to connect measured time signals to spatial structures of SW turbulence.

TH assumes that when the turbulent fluctuations are advected with a speed      that is 
much higher than typical fluctuation speed then the spatial and time lags are connected 
such as 

U
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range and beyond, together with their corresponding (non-
filtered) perpendicular gradients. The perpendicular cross
sections of the various subion-scale structures broadly
resemble either sheets or circular shapes. A 3D inspection
of the fluctuations (not shown) confirms that the structures
are indeed elongated in the field-parallel direction, con-
sistent with the anisotropy estimate presented in Fig. 2. It is
also interesting to note that the small-scale perpendicular
gradients of b! and ne tend to form structures that are
aligned with respect to each other (see also Sec. V).
To further investigate the perpendicular pressure balance

[Eq. (6)], we compute the wavelet cross-coherence [34,108,
153] between ne and bk in the simulation and for the MMS
interval, using the 1D Morlet wavelet transform [111].
High values of cross-coherence close to unity indicate a
strong local phase synchronization between two signals.
The results are compared in Fig. 6. Arrows are used to show
the phase between the two fields. A strong phase synchro-
nization is seen at subion scales of the simulation and of the
MMS interval. With most arrows pointing to the left in
Fig. 6, the results strongly suggest that the density and
parallel magnetic field fluctuations tend to be anticorrelated
and thus fulfill the pressure balance [Eq. (6)] to a good

approximation [154]. This conclusion is in agreement
with previous works based on MMS data [108,141].
Qualitatively similar results were also obtained by studies
of pressure balance in the MHD-scale range (see, e.g.,
Refs. [155,156]). As noted in Sec. II, pressure balance is a

FIG. 4. Scale-filtered fluctuations in a given x-y plane in the
range k!di ! "5; 10# (a)–(c), and the (normalized) local wavelet
spectra at scale k!di ! 5 (d)–(f) and at scale k!di ! 10 (g)–(i).
A logarithmic scale is used to better show also the fluctuations of
moderate intensity. Very weak fluctuations with amplitudes
below 0.5 in the normalized units are clipped to the lower
boundary of the color map.

FIG. 5. Turbulent structures in a perpendicular simulation plane
as seen from the perpendicular magnetic (a) and density fluctua-
tions (b), and from their corresponding perpendicular gradients
(c), (d). Large-scale modes with k! ! 1=!i, dominated by
external forcing, have been filtered out in (a) and (b) to highlight
the subion-scale structure.

FIG. 6. Magnitude squared cross-coherence and phase between
ne and bk in the simulation (a) and in the MMS interval (b). The
orientation of the arrows (relative to the positive horizontal axis)
denotes the phase. Dashed lines show the cone of influence [111].
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Parcel of  a turbulence system



• What are the limits of using TH in SW measurements?
• How accurate is TH when applied to SW time signals?
• Can TH be applied in all SW conditions ?
• Is there any possibility to interpret SW time signals when TH is not valid?

For the analysis of SW turbulence we may ask the following questions:

Recent studies investigated the violation of TH near the Alfven critical point (about 9 SR). See 
for example; Klein et al 2014; Bourouaine and Perez (2018); Chhiber et al. 2019

In this presentation we will focus on the interpretation of the power 
spectra of SW time signals.



• Connection of spacecraft-frame power spectrum to plasma-frame energy spectrum using 
spacetime correlation functions (without TH approximation)

Let us consider the following time signals of the Elssaser variables            and their corresponding 
power spectrum            , we can show that (Bourouaine & Perez 2018):    

z±(t)
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Abstract

In this Letter we propose a practical methodology to interpret future Parker Solar Probe (PSP) turbulent time
signals even when Taylor’s hypothesis is not valid. By extending Kraichnan’s sweeping model used in
hydrodynamics we derive the Eulerian spacetime correlation function in magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
turbulence. It is shown that in MHD, the temporal decorrelation of small-scale "uctuations arises from a
combination of hydrodynamic sweeping induced by large-scale "uid velocity Eu0 and by the Alfvénic propagation
along the local magnetic !eld. The resulting temporal part of the spacetime correlation function is used to
determine the !eld-perpendicular wavenumber range % �?k k k,min max[ ] of the turbulent "uctuations that
contribute to the power of a given frequency ! of the time signal measured in the spacecraft frame. Our analysis
also shows that the shape of frequency power spectrum Psc(!) of the time signal will follow the same power law of
the reduced power spectrum _ B

? ?
�E k k( ) in the plasma frame, where " is the spectral index. The proposed

framework for the analysis of PSP time signals entirely relies on two simple dimensionless parameters that can be
empirically obtained from PSP measurements, namely, E� ?� u V20 (where V! is the perpendicular velocity of
PSP seen in the plasma frame) and the spectral index ".

Key words: magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) – solar wind – turbulence – waves

1. Introduction

The recently launched Parker Solar Probe (PSP) mission is
expected to make in situ measurements of the solar wind
plasma from heliocentric distances of about r!;!9.5Re (where
Re is one solar radius), near the Alfvén critical point, up to
distances as high as r R200� : (Fox et al. 2016). PSP will thus
become the !rst mission to explore the solar wind in the region
between r R9.5� : and r!;!60Re. Beyond these distances,
Taylor’s Hypothesis (TH; Taylor 1938) is valid as the solar
wind velocity Usw is much higher than the propagation and
turbulent velocities of the "uctuations. This so-called frozen-in-
"ow TH has been widely used to relate the power spectrum
measured in the spacecraft frame to the reduced power
spectrum of the turbulence expected in the plasma frame using
the standard relation between the frequency of the signal, !,
and the wavenumber, k, of the turbulent structures in the
plasma frame X k USW·� (see e.g., Horbury et al. 2008;
Alexandrova et al. 2010; Bourouaine et al. 2012; Bourouaine &
Chandran 2013; Chen et al. 2014).

As PSP will explore the plasma of the inner heliosphere,
there has been an increased and renewed interest in revisiting
the validity of the TH in the solar wind. Recently, Bourouaine
& Perez (2018, hereafter BP18), investigated the validity of TH
near r!;!10Re using numerical simulations of re"ection-driven
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence. The authors found
that the Eulerian spacetime structure of the turbulence allows
for the interpretation of time signals even when TH is not
applicable, which is largely consistent with similar works!
(Matthaeus et al. 2010, 2016; Servidio et al. 2011; Narita et al.
2013; Weygand et al. 2013; Klein et al. 2014, 2015;
Narita 2017), but with a number of important differences. For
instance, BP18 found that the Eulerian decorrelation in
simulations is consistent with spectral broadening associated
with pure hydrodynamic sweeping by the large-scale eddies,
combined with a Doppler shift associated with Alfvénic

propagation along the background magnetic !eld. BP18, in
agreement with Narita (2017), also found that the temporal
dependency of the Eulerian correlation is more consistent with
a Gaussian decay than exponential decay found by Servidio
et al. (2011) and Lugones et al. (2016). Another important
difference with previous works is that!BP18 found that the
decorrelation is the same for oppositely propagating "uctua-
tions even when the turbulence is imbalanced (non-zero cross-
helicity).
In this Letter, we propose a model for the Eulerian spacetime

correlation function in the context of MHD turbulence based on
Kraichnan’s sweeping hypothesis (KSH) in hydrodynamics
(Kraichnan 1964). We also show that the proposed analytical
model can be used to interpret PSP time signals, solely relying
on two empirical parameters that can be easily measured from
observations.

2. Eulerian Spacetime Correlation

We assume statistically homogeneous and stationary mag-
netized MHD turbulence and describe the evolution of
"uctuations in terms of the Elssaser variables E E� ooz u vA

� �s
s

� � � �
o

o oz
v z z z

t
p, 1A · · ( )B B

where QS�v B 4A 0 ( ) is the background Alfvén velocity, #
is the density of the "uid, Ev x t,A ( ), and Eu x t,( ) are the
"uctuating Alfvén and "uid velocity, respectively. We de!ne
the Eulerian spacetime correlation function Uo xC ,( ) for oz as
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where � §" denotes the ensemble average over many turbulence
realizations. In the homogeneous and stationary state, the
correlation only depends on the spacetime lags x and $, and its
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space Fourier transform becomes
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which is also known as the two-time energy spectrum.
We model the Eulerian correlation by extending the KSH,

i.e., that the spacetime structure of small-scales eddies in the
Eulerian description is dominated by random sweeping by
large-scale !uctuations. In MHD, the random sweeping of
small-scale eddies by large-scale ones can occur either from the
large-scale bulk !ow, which we call hydrodynamic sweeping,
as well as the wave propagation of the oz along and against the
local magnetic "eld that results from the perturbation of the
background "eld by the large-scale eddies, which we call
Alfvén-wave sweeping. This can be made evident by replacing
the advecting "elds E E�z u vABB in Equation (1) to obtain
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where E� �V v vA A A is the local Alfvén velocity. The pressure
has been ignored as its role is only to keep the !uctuations
incompressible. In Equation (4) the Elsässer "elds oz undergo
random advection both by the !ow Eu and the local Alfvén
velocity VA. We extend KSH in MHD by replacing the
advecting variables Eu and EvA with zero-mean random
"elds E au and E avA with prescribed statistics, which we take to
be Gaussian for simplicity. Hereafter, primed variables indicate
the "eld is a random variable with prescribed statistics. We
further assume that all !uctuating "elds, E aoz u, and E avA,
are perpendicular to the local mean magnetic "eld, namely, the
direction of Ea w � aV v vA A A. The space Fourier transform of oz
then follows the linear equation
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where �o oz z k t,˜ ˜ ( ) is the space Fourier transform of oz x t,( ).
It is important to notice that the parallel wavenumber k& in this
equation represents the wave-vector with respect to the local
magnetic "eld (along aVA) and not along the background
magnetic "eld (along B0). Equation (5) is a stochastic linear
equation whose solution is

� Eo o o a � a?z k z kt e e, , 0 . 6k uik V t i tA˜ ( ) ˜ ( ) ( )·&

An important additional simpli"cation follows for strongly
magnetized turbulence, E av vA A� , in which case a �VA

E� a xv v v v1A A
2

A
2 1 2

A( ) , and therefore

� Eo o o � a?z k z kt e e, , 0 . 7k uik v t i tA˜ ( ) ˜ ( ) ( )·&

This model presents a number of signi"cant advantages over
previous approaches based on the KSH!(Matthaeus et al. 2010;
Servidio et al. 2011; Narita et al. 2013; Weygand et al. 2013;
Narita 2017). The "rst is that because the random variation of
E avA does not affect the magnitude of the local Alfvén velocity
aVA, to "rst order in E av vA A, the Alfvénic sweeping is not

random. The second advantage is that in the solution provided
by Equation (7) the parallel and perpendicular components of
the wave-vector k are de"ned with respect to the direction of
the local, !uctuating magnetic "eld and not with respect to the
constant background "eld. Lastly, as we will see in more detail

later, the spectral broadening associated with sweeping solely
arises from random advection by the velocity of large-scale
eddies, and therefore affects both Elsässer components oz
equally.
Assuming that oz̃ and E au are statistically independent at

t!=!0, it is straightforward to demonstrate that the two-time
power spectrum Uo kh ,( ) de"ned by Equation (3) becomes
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where �o ok kh h , 00 ( ) ( ) is the three-dimensional power spec-
trum, or the one-time (!= 0) energy spectrum. Equation (8)
indicates that the temporal decorrelation is the result of pure
hydrodynamic sweeping, Doppler-shifted by Alfvénic propaga-
tion along the local magnetic "eld. For simplicity we assume that
the component E Ea � an uun ˆ · ˆ along any direction n̂ is described
by a Gaussian probability density E ag un( ˆ ) where
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E E Ea w au u u2n n 0ˆ , and E E� auu0
2!" " # is the root mean

square value of E au . Equation (8) then becomes
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The function U(o k,( ) describes the temporal dependency of
the two-time spectrum Uo kh ,( ) and determines the scale-
dependent Eulerian decorrelation time of the turbulence.
The choice of a Gaussian probability density is made for

analytical convenience. However, the results that we present
here have general validity for any other probability density,
including one empirically obtained from spacecraft data.

3. Frequency Spectrum in the Spacecraft Frame

The frozen-in-!ow TH is valid in solar wind data when the
speed of the the spacecraft seen in the plasma frame � VVsc sc" "
is much higher than the propagation velocity vph and velocity
amplitudes "u0 of the turbulent !uctuations, and thus the
frequency # of the signal can be related to turbulent !uctuation
scale 1/k as X k Vsc" · "� . However, in our analysis we will
show that there are other cases in which we can still connect #
to k even if Vsc!!!vph. The key quantity that determines this
criterion is the decorrelation function U(o k,( ) de"ned in
Equation (11).
Following Horbury et al. (2008) and Bourouaine &

Chandran (2013), the power spectrum from single-point
measurements in the spacecraft frame XoPsc( ) is related to the
three-dimensional power measured in the plasma frame by
expression
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Abstract

In this Letter we propose a practical methodology to interpret future Parker Solar Probe (PSP) turbulent time
signals even when Taylor’s hypothesis is not valid. By extending Kraichnan’s sweeping model used in
hydrodynamics we derive the Eulerian spacetime correlation function in magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
turbulence. It is shown that in MHD, the temporal decorrelation of small-scale "uctuations arises from a
combination of hydrodynamic sweeping induced by large-scale "uid velocity Eu0 and by the Alfvénic propagation
along the local magnetic !eld. The resulting temporal part of the spacetime correlation function is used to
determine the !eld-perpendicular wavenumber range % �?k k k,min max[ ] of the turbulent "uctuations that
contribute to the power of a given frequency ! of the time signal measured in the spacecraft frame. Our analysis
also shows that the shape of frequency power spectrum Psc(!) of the time signal will follow the same power law of
the reduced power spectrum _ B

? ?
�E k k( ) in the plasma frame, where " is the spectral index. The proposed

framework for the analysis of PSP time signals entirely relies on two simple dimensionless parameters that can be
empirically obtained from PSP measurements, namely, E� ?� u V20 (where V! is the perpendicular velocity of
PSP seen in the plasma frame) and the spectral index ".

Key words: magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) – solar wind – turbulence – waves

1. Introduction

The recently launched Parker Solar Probe (PSP) mission is
expected to make in situ measurements of the solar wind
plasma from heliocentric distances of about r!;!9.5Re (where
Re is one solar radius), near the Alfvén critical point, up to
distances as high as r R200� : (Fox et al. 2016). PSP will thus
become the !rst mission to explore the solar wind in the region
between r R9.5� : and r!;!60Re. Beyond these distances,
Taylor’s Hypothesis (TH; Taylor 1938) is valid as the solar
wind velocity Usw is much higher than the propagation and
turbulent velocities of the "uctuations. This so-called frozen-in-
"ow TH has been widely used to relate the power spectrum
measured in the spacecraft frame to the reduced power
spectrum of the turbulence expected in the plasma frame using
the standard relation between the frequency of the signal, !,
and the wavenumber, k, of the turbulent structures in the
plasma frame X k USW·� (see e.g., Horbury et al. 2008;
Alexandrova et al. 2010; Bourouaine et al. 2012; Bourouaine &
Chandran 2013; Chen et al. 2014).

As PSP will explore the plasma of the inner heliosphere,
there has been an increased and renewed interest in revisiting
the validity of the TH in the solar wind. Recently, Bourouaine
& Perez (2018, hereafter BP18), investigated the validity of TH
near r!;!10Re using numerical simulations of re"ection-driven
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence. The authors found
that the Eulerian spacetime structure of the turbulence allows
for the interpretation of time signals even when TH is not
applicable, which is largely consistent with similar works!
(Matthaeus et al. 2010, 2016; Servidio et al. 2011; Narita et al.
2013; Weygand et al. 2013; Klein et al. 2014, 2015;
Narita 2017), but with a number of important differences. For
instance, BP18 found that the Eulerian decorrelation in
simulations is consistent with spectral broadening associated
with pure hydrodynamic sweeping by the large-scale eddies,
combined with a Doppler shift associated with Alfvénic

propagation along the background magnetic !eld. BP18, in
agreement with Narita (2017), also found that the temporal
dependency of the Eulerian correlation is more consistent with
a Gaussian decay than exponential decay found by Servidio
et al. (2011) and Lugones et al. (2016). Another important
difference with previous works is that!BP18 found that the
decorrelation is the same for oppositely propagating "uctua-
tions even when the turbulence is imbalanced (non-zero cross-
helicity).
In this Letter, we propose a model for the Eulerian spacetime

correlation function in the context of MHD turbulence based on
Kraichnan’s sweeping hypothesis (KSH) in hydrodynamics
(Kraichnan 1964). We also show that the proposed analytical
model can be used to interpret PSP time signals, solely relying
on two empirical parameters that can be easily measured from
observations.

2. Eulerian Spacetime Correlation

We assume statistically homogeneous and stationary mag-
netized MHD turbulence and describe the evolution of
"uctuations in terms of the Elssaser variables E E� ooz u vA
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where QS�v B 4A 0 ( ) is the background Alfvén velocity, #
is the density of the "uid, Ev x t,A ( ), and Eu x t,( ) are the
"uctuating Alfvén and "uid velocity, respectively. We de!ne
the Eulerian spacetime correlation function Uo xC ,( ) for oz as
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where � §" denotes the ensemble average over many turbulence
realizations. In the homogeneous and stationary state, the
correlation only depends on the spacetime lags x and $, and its
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three-dimensional power measured in the plasma frame by
expression
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which upon substitution of Uo kh ,( ) from Equation (10) gives
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Here !!=!k!"u0/2 represents the spectral broadening around
the Doppler-shifted frequency k Vsc· , the same for both oz .

Intuitively, the TH relies on the assumption that the
spacecraft is moving through the plasma (or the plasma
passing by the spacecraft) so fast that the turbulence is “frozen-
in,” or simply, the turbulence does not have suf!cient time to
evolve during the observation time. The decorrelation function
contains two independent characteristic velocities, the Alfvén
speed vA, and the velocity Eurms 0, associated with Alfvén-
wave advection and random hydrodynamic sweeping. One can
parameterize the decorrelation function with Ew� u V20 sc by
normalizing all velocities to Vsc and obtain
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which upon substitution in Equation (13) leads to
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In the limit l� 0 one obtains
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which for existing solar wind observations �V Usc SW� , with
U vSW A� one recovers the commonly used TH condition

¨X E X� �o o k k UP h . 18sc 0 SW( ) ( ) ( · ) ( )

In this sense, when either one of the two conditions ò!=!1 and
vA!=!Vsc no longer hold, Equation (16) should be used in lieu
of the TH. One should also note that the TH given by
Equation (18) also holds when _v VA sc provided the
turbulence is strongly anisotropic (i.e., ?k k�& ).

It is worth mentioning that the resulting model for X(o
� k,˜ ( )

only relies on the validity of the KSH, and it is not speci!c to a
turbulence model. Equation (16) allows us in general to relate
temporal signals in the spacecraft frame to the spatial properties
of the turbulence in the plasma frame, and reduce in the proper
limits to the TH. In this sense, as we show in this Letter, these
equations allow us to analyze spacecraft signals when the TH is
not valid, with the only requirement that the KSH holds. In the
following we proceed to explore the usefulness of the more
general Equation (16) in the analysis of solar wind observa-
tions, with a focus on the upcoming measurements from the
PSP mission.

Let us de!ne the reduced perpendicular power spectrum
¨Q�o

?
o

? ?E k h k k k dk2 ,0( ) ( )& &, and make the following
assumptions: (1) the three-dimensional power spectrum is
nearly isotropic in the perpendicular plane, (2) the spacecraft

velocity in the Sun’s frame, ?V , is nearly perpendicular to the
magnetic !eld, and (3) the power spectrum is highly anisotropic,
that is, nearly zero for ?k k�& . Then Equation (16) becomes
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is the spectral density describing the energy distribution among
frequencies and perpendicular wavenumber in the spacecraft
frame, and the function
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is the average of X(o
� k,˜ ( ) over the angle f between ?k and ?V .

An additional factor of two has been added to include the
contribution to Psc(#) from negative frequencies, so we can
assume #!!!0 hereafter. Equations (19)!and!(20) will form the
basis of our proposed methodology.
A few important aspects of the function �g x¯ ( ) are worth

emphasizing: (1) its integral from x!=!0 to d is equal to one,
(2) it is the same for both E± energy spectra, and (3) it is
smooth for !nite ò but becomes singular at x!=!1 in the limit
l� 0. This last property leads to a spectral density highly

localized along #!=!k!V! corresponding to the frozen-in-"ow
TH, which means that the energy in a small frequency band d#
around # entirely arises from "uctuations with wavenumbers in
the range dk! around k!, with k!!=!#/V!.
For !nite ò, the function �g x¯ ( ) broadens around x!;!1 and as

a result, the energy in the frequency range d# around # results
from a broader range of wavenumbers, and therefore a one-to-
one association between frequency and wavenumber no longer
seems possible. In fact, Equation (19) shows that the
"uctuation energy in the range d# around # results from a
non-trivial integral over a broad range of wavenumbers
weighted by X ? ?�g k V¯ ( ).
Let us now determine the power spectrum Psc(#) when the

spatial power spectrum in the plasma frame follows a power
law of the form � B

? ?
�E k Ck( ) . Note that we no longer

distinguish between E± as the following analysis is identical
for both spectra. After changing the k! integration in terms of
the new variable x!=!#/k!V! Equation (19) becomes
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One must note that!(22) is valid if the power law for ?E k( )
extends from k!!=!0 to d. From this result we infer the
following conclusions: (1) XPsc( ) is also a power law with the
same spectral index of the spectrum E(k!), which is consistent
with the !ndings of Narita (2017) and Bourouaine & Perez
(2018); (2) the overall frequency power spectrum is scaled,
compared with the case when the TH is valid, by a factor that
solely depends on the distribution of large-scale eddies and the
spectral index $.
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3D energy spectrum (plasma frame) The power spectrum 
(probe-frame)

�±(k, ⌧) ' �±(k, ⌧ = 0) = 1
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For the case of TH:
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This is the commonly used in SW analysis

However, if TH is not valid then the functions                 need to be investigated. �±(k, ⌧)
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• Taylor’s Hypothesis (TH)
• Connection of spacecraft-frame power 

spectra to plasma-frame energy spectrum 
using spacetime correlation functions

• Modeling of spacetime correlation functions 
within the framework of incompressible 
MHD turbulence

• RMHD Numerical simulations to validate the 
theoretical model of spacetime correlation 
functions 

• Interpretation of spacecraft-frame power 
spectra beyond TH (using the modeled 
spacetime correlation functions) 

• Examples using Helios.

Structure of the presentation

(Bourouaine & Perez 2018, APJL)

(Bourouaine & Perez 2019)

(Perez & Bourouaine 2020, submitted)

(Bourouaine & Perez 2019, APJL);  
(Bourouaine & Perez 2020, submitted)



Servidio et.al. 2011, Lugones et.al. 2016: 
investigated the temporal decorrelation and its connection 
to the HD sweeping and the Alfvenic propagation 

Bourouaine & Perez (2018): RDAT MHD turbulence near Alfven critical point (Elsasser fields)

MHD turbulence simulations

The time decorrelation is scale-dependent and 
follows a Gaussian type of model. 
The HD sweeping might be connected to the 
temporal part of the function  

The PI and the Co-I have made progress on this topic and published two papers that
will be discussed in the next section in more detail. One of the main objectives of
this research proposal is to validate the proposed phenomenological model55 using bal-
anced and imbalanced MHD turbulence with homogeneous background, which is more
appropriate to solar wind turbulence at heliocentric distances near 1 au (far from the
Alfvénic point). Also, we aim to empirically test the proposed phenomenological model
BP19 and check if it is applicable to solar wind turbulence near 1 au using multi-
spacecraft data analysis. Finally, based on the empirical findings, we will develop ad-
equate theoretical models that predict the time decorrelation of solar wind turbulence
not just for the Elssaser variables but also for both magnetic and fluid velocity fields.

3 Previous achievements
3.1 Temporal decorrelation near Alfvénic point using MHD simulations
The PI and Co-I have recently published a paper54 investigating the space-time correlation func-
tion of the Elsasser variables zzz± in incompressible MHD turbulence with inhomogeneous back-
ground81, 82 near the Alfvén critical point (at a heliocentric distance of about r = 10R� from the
Sun, where R� ' 695,000 km represents one solar radius). The authors used high-resolution nu-
merical simulations of Reflection-driven Alfvén Turbulence (RDAT), in a prescribed background
solar wind model chosen to match observational constraints from r = R� to r = 20R�, to inves-
tigate the space-time correlation function and determine how the temporal decorrelation of solar
wind turbulence depends on the eddy scale near Alfvén critical point. The general form of the cor-
relation function h±sun(k?,t) in wavenumber-time domain was assumed to be (in the Sun’s frame)

h±sun(k?,t) = h±0 (k?)exp�(g±k t)s±
, (2)

where s± and g±k are the exponent decorrelation parameters and the decorrelation frequencies,
respectively. The symbol ± refers to the correlation function of zzz±. Here k? is the perpendicular
wavenumber with respect to the background magnetic field and t is the time lag. Unlike previous
studies of turbulence temporal decorrelation, where either exponential (s = 1) time decay51, 73 or
Gaussian (s = 2) models53, 57, 83 were assumed, in Bourouaine & Perez work the values of s± and
the scaling of g±k are considered free parameters to be determined from the numerical simulations.

The top panel of Figure 1 displays the curves of the numerical function h±sun(k?,t) with respect
to t for normalized wavenumbers k?/k0 = 8, 14 and 20. This figure shows that small-scale eddies
decay faster than large-scale eddies. The center panel of Figure 1 shows the curves of the exponent
parameters s± (left plot) and the decorrelation frequencies g±k as a function of the normalized
perpendicular wavenumber (right plot). The parameters s± hardly vary with respect to k? and
their values are much closer to two than to one, meaning that the Gaussian models better describe
the temporal part of the Fourier-transformed turbulence decorrelation function. The right plot on
the center panel of Figure 1 shows that the decorrelation frequencies increase with increasing k?
with a good linear fit g±k = c±k?. These findings seem to be consistent with sweeping (Gaussian)
models of turbulence decorrelation.52, 53, 57
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Temporal correlation in incompressible HD (Kraichnan Sweeping Model (KSM))

- Eddies with scales smaller than the outer-scale 
encounter a random sweeping by the large structures.

- The sweeping timescale                          <<   

3

A. Kraichnan’s idealized convection model in Hydrodynamics

In HD turbulence, temporal decorrelation at a given point
can arise from two main effects: 1) random sweeping of the
small-scale eddies by large ones and 2) eddy straining (or
shear) associated with nonlinear inertial forces. Scaling ar-
guments can be used to argue that the Eulerian correlation in
Hydrodynamic (HD) is dominated by the first of these two
effects, also known as the Kraichnan’s Sweeping Hypothe-
sis (KSH) [43]. The sweeping decorrelation mechanism is
a non-local-in-scale process, in the sense that it involves ed-
dies of disparate scales, and its characteristic timescale is
!s ! 1/(ku0) for a fluctuation of scale " ! 1/k swept by a
large-scale fluctuation with velocity u0. The second timescale
associated with nonlinear straining scales as !NL ! k"2/3, a
slower decrease with k than the sweeping timescale !s. These
scaling arguments suggest that the Kraichnan’s hypothesis is
expected to hold better for sufficiently large values of k for
which the ratio !s/!NL ! k"1/3 is small.

Kraichnan introduced an idealized convection model of in-
compressible HD to describe the random sweeping of small-
scale fluctuations by large ones. In this model the fluid ve-
locity consists of two parts v = v#+u, with the following as-
sumptions: 1) v#, describing the large-scale eddies, is constant
in space and time but is a zero-mean random variable with an
isotropic Gaussian distribution, 2) the field u(x, t), describing
the small-scale eddies, is much smaller in magnitude than v#,
and 3) v# and u(x,0) are statistically independent. From the
first two assumptions, the Navier-Stokes equation becomes

#u

# t
+(v#+u) ·$u $

!

#

# t
+ v# ·$

"

u = 0, (6)

where we ignored viscous dissipation (considering fluctua-
tions in the inertial range) and dropped the pressure term
whose only role is to ensure fluctuations remain incompress-
ible. As opposed to the Navier-Stokes (NS) equation, the ide-
alized model given by equation (6) is a stochastic linear equa-
tion in u, which does not have the statistical closure problem
of the nonlinear NS equation. The essence of this approx-
imated idealized model is that the dominant variation of u
simply arises from advection of frozen structures by a con-
stant but random velocity at each point. For instance, if we
assume for the moment that v# = V is not a random variable,
equation (6) forms the basis for the TH approximation. In this
sense, the random sweeping model can be interpreted as the
application of TH to a statistical ensemble of systems, each
one with a different large scale flow velocity drawn from a
random distribution corresponding to the large-scale eddies.
Straightforward solutions to Equation (6) can be found to ob-
tain the scale-dependent time correlation

%(k,!) =
#

e"ik·v#!
$

=
%

e"ik·v#! P(v#)d3v#, (7)

where P(v#) is the probability density for the random variable
v#. Kraichnan’s model assumed P(v#) to be an isotropic Gaus-
sian distribution

P(v#) =
1

(2&v2
0)

3/2
exp

!

"
|v#|2

2v2
0

"

, (8)

in which case equation (7) becomes

%(k,!) = e"'2
k !2

, (9)

where 'k % kv0/
&

2 is the decorrelation rate and v0 is the
r.m.s. value of the velocity v# along any given direction. The
decorrelation rate is defined at each k as 'k = 1/!k, where
!k is the time lag for which the correlation %(k,!) drops to
1/e $ 0.37. This idealized model provides a phenomeno-
logical description of the temporal decorrelation when the
timescale !c ! 1/(kv0) is much faster than the Kolmogorov

estimate of the nonlinear cascade time !NL ! k"2/3. Wilczek
and Narita [37] revisited the HD case with a constant mean
flow U, which simply adds a phase factor to the correlation
%(k,!).

It is important to note that Kraichnan’s assumption of Gaus-
sianity for the random variable v# is not necessary and the va-
lidity of his model can be extended to other distributions P(v#)
by noticing that the average in equation (7) is nothing but the
characteristic function (v#(!) of the probability density P(v#),
hence

%(k,!) = (v#(k!), (10)

where

(v#(!)%
#

e"i!·v#
$

=
%

e"i!·v#P(v#)d3v#. (11)

This result shows that the scale-dependent time correlation
can be obtained from characteristic function of the probability
density of the large-scale eddies [44], by setting the velocity-
wavenumber ! equal to k! , and is therefore self-similar. In the
next subsection we extend this idealized model for the case of
strong MHD turbulence following the phenomenology intro-
duced by BP19.

B. Sweeping model for strong MHD turbulence.

The Kraichnan’s picture acquires greater complexity in
MHD turbulence for a number of reasons. First, in the El-
sasser formulation MHD contains two fluctuating fields z±

that are being advected in opposite directions along the back-
ground magnetic field and undergo mutual straining only
when counter-propagating fields encounter each other or “col-
lide”, resulting in various limiting regimes. For instance,
when the energies of the fluctuating fields z+ and z" are com-
parable the turbulence is called balanced, otherwise it is called
imbalanced. For both the balanced and imbalanced cases, the
turbulence can be weak [6] or strong [45]. The weak tur-
bulence regime occurs when the time it takes two eddies to
cross one another is much shorter than the nonlinear inter-
action time, thereby requiring a large number of successive
collisions before eddies can cascade their energy to smaller
scales [6]. In the strong regime, the crossing and nonlinear
times are comparable and the cascade occurs in a single col-
lision. Although it is still a matter of debate, a number of
models assume that for imbalanced turbulence z± may have
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r.m.s. value of the velocity v# along any given direction. The
decorrelation rate is defined at each k as 'k = 1/!k, where
!k is the time lag for which the correlation %(k,!) drops to
1/e $ 0.37. This idealized model provides a phenomeno-
logical description of the temporal decorrelation when the
timescale !c ! 1/(kv0) is much faster than the Kolmogorov

estimate of the nonlinear cascade time !NL ! k"2/3. Wilczek
and Narita [37] revisited the HD case with a constant mean
flow U, which simply adds a phase factor to the correlation
%(k,!).

It is important to note that Kraichnan’s assumption of Gaus-
sianity for the random variable v# is not necessary and the va-
lidity of his model can be extended to other distributions P(v#)
by noticing that the average in equation (7) is nothing but the
characteristic function (v#(!) of the probability density P(v#),
hence
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This result shows that the scale-dependent time correlation
can be obtained from characteristic function of the probability
density of the large-scale eddies [44], by setting the velocity-
wavenumber ! equal to k! , and is therefore self-similar. In the
next subsection we extend this idealized model for the case of
strong MHD turbulence following the phenomenology intro-
duced by BP19.

B. Sweeping model for strong MHD turbulence.

The Kraichnan’s picture acquires greater complexity in
MHD turbulence for a number of reasons. First, in the El-
sasser formulation MHD contains two fluctuating fields z±

that are being advected in opposite directions along the back-
ground magnetic field and undergo mutual straining only
when counter-propagating fields encounter each other or “col-
lide”, resulting in various limiting regimes. For instance,
when the energies of the fluctuating fields z+ and z" are com-
parable the turbulence is called balanced, otherwise it is called
imbalanced. For both the balanced and imbalanced cases, the
turbulence can be weak [6] or strong [45]. The weak tur-
bulence regime occurs when the time it takes two eddies to
cross one another is much shorter than the nonlinear inter-
action time, thereby requiring a large number of successive
collisions before eddies can cascade their energy to smaller
scales [6]. In the strong regime, the crossing and nonlinear
times are comparable and the cascade occurs in a single col-
lision. Although it is still a matter of debate, a number of
models assume that for imbalanced turbulence z± may have
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A. Kraichnan’s idealized convection model in Hydrodynamics

In HD turbulence, temporal decorrelation at a given point
can arise from two main effects: 1) random sweeping of the
small-scale eddies by large ones and 2) eddy straining (or
shear) associated with nonlinear inertial forces. Scaling ar-
guments can be used to argue that the Eulerian correlation in
Hydrodynamic (HD) is dominated by the first of these two
effects, also known as the Kraichnan’s Sweeping Hypothe-
sis (KSH) [43]. The sweeping decorrelation mechanism is
a non-local-in-scale process, in the sense that it involves ed-
dies of disparate scales, and its characteristic timescale is
!s ! 1/(ku0) for a fluctuation of scale " ! 1/k swept by a
large-scale fluctuation with velocity u0. The second timescale
associated with nonlinear straining scales as !NL ! k"2/3, a
slower decrease with k than the sweeping timescale !s. These
scaling arguments suggest that the Kraichnan’s hypothesis is
expected to hold better for sufficiently large values of k for
which the ratio !s/!NL ! k"1/3 is small.

Kraichnan introduced an idealized convection model of in-
compressible HD to describe the random sweeping of small-
scale fluctuations by large ones. In this model the fluid ve-
locity consists of two parts v = v#+u, with the following as-
sumptions: 1) v#, describing the large-scale eddies, is constant
in space and time but is a zero-mean random variable with an
isotropic Gaussian distribution, 2) the field u(x, t), describing
the small-scale eddies, is much smaller in magnitude than v#,
and 3) v# and u(x,0) are statistically independent. From the
first two assumptions, the Navier-Stokes equation becomes
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where we ignored viscous dissipation (considering fluctua-
tions in the inertial range) and dropped the pressure term
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ible. As opposed to the Navier-Stokes (NS) equation, the ide-
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imated idealized model is that the dominant variation of u
simply arises from advection of frozen structures by a con-
stant but random velocity at each point. For instance, if we
assume for the moment that v# = V is not a random variable,
equation (6) forms the basis for the TH approximation. In this
sense, the random sweeping model can be interpreted as the
application of TH to a statistical ensemble of systems, each
one with a different large scale flow velocity drawn from a
random distribution corresponding to the large-scale eddies.
Straightforward solutions to Equation (6) can be found to ob-
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This result shows that the scale-dependent time correlation
can be obtained from characteristic function of the probability
density of the large-scale eddies [44], by setting the velocity-
wavenumber ! equal to k! , and is therefore self-similar. In the
next subsection we extend this idealized model for the case of
strong MHD turbulence following the phenomenology intro-
duced by BP19.

B. Sweeping model for strong MHD turbulence.

The Kraichnan’s picture acquires greater complexity in
MHD turbulence for a number of reasons. First, in the El-
sasser formulation MHD contains two fluctuating fields z±

that are being advected in opposite directions along the back-
ground magnetic field and undergo mutual straining only
when counter-propagating fields encounter each other or “col-
lide”, resulting in various limiting regimes. For instance,
when the energies of the fluctuating fields z+ and z" are com-
parable the turbulence is called balanced, otherwise it is called
imbalanced. For both the balanced and imbalanced cases, the
turbulence can be weak [6] or strong [45]. The weak tur-
bulence regime occurs when the time it takes two eddies to
cross one another is much shorter than the nonlinear inter-
action time, thereby requiring a large number of successive
collisions before eddies can cascade their energy to smaller
scales [6]. In the strong regime, the crossing and nonlinear
times are comparable and the cascade occurs in a single col-
lision. Although it is still a matter of debate, a number of
models assume that for imbalanced turbulence z± may have
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timescale !c ! 1/(kv0) is much faster than the Kolmogorov

estimate of the nonlinear cascade time !NL ! k"2/3. Wilczek
and Narita [37] revisited the HD case with a constant mean
flow U, which simply adds a phase factor to the correlation
%(k,!).

It is important to note that Kraichnan’s assumption of Gaus-
sianity for the random variable v# is not necessary and the va-
lidity of his model can be extended to other distributions P(v#)
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This result shows that the scale-dependent time correlation
can be obtained from characteristic function of the probability
density of the large-scale eddies [44], by setting the velocity-
wavenumber ! equal to k! , and is therefore self-similar. In the
next subsection we extend this idealized model for the case of
strong MHD turbulence following the phenomenology intro-
duced by BP19.

B. Sweeping model for strong MHD turbulence.

The Kraichnan’s picture acquires greater complexity in
MHD turbulence for a number of reasons. First, in the El-
sasser formulation MHD contains two fluctuating fields z±

that are being advected in opposite directions along the back-
ground magnetic field and undergo mutual straining only
when counter-propagating fields encounter each other or “col-
lide”, resulting in various limiting regimes. For instance,
when the energies of the fluctuating fields z+ and z" are com-
parable the turbulence is called balanced, otherwise it is called
imbalanced. For both the balanced and imbalanced cases, the
turbulence can be weak [6] or strong [45]. The weak tur-
bulence regime occurs when the time it takes two eddies to
cross one another is much shorter than the nonlinear inter-
action time, thereby requiring a large number of successive
collisions before eddies can cascade their energy to smaller
scales [6]. In the strong regime, the crossing and nonlinear
times are comparable and the cascade occurs in a single col-
lision. Although it is still a matter of debate, a number of
models assume that for imbalanced turbulence z± may have
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⌧NL ⇠ 1/(ku)



Extension of Kraichnan’s Sweeping  model to incompressible MHD  
(Bourouaine & Perez 2019) (BP19) 

Let us consider incompressible MHD equations (inertial scale): 

and assume that the small scale (at inertial range) fluctuations will be swept by the random 
large-scale ones.  
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Abstract

In this Letter we propose a practical methodology to interpret future Parker Solar Probe (PSP) turbulent time
signals even when Taylor’s hypothesis is not valid. By extending Kraichnan’s sweeping model used in
hydrodynamics we derive the Eulerian spacetime correlation function in magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
turbulence. It is shown that in MHD, the temporal decorrelation of small-scale "uctuations arises from a
combination of hydrodynamic sweeping induced by large-scale "uid velocity Eu0 and by the Alfvénic propagation
along the local magnetic !eld. The resulting temporal part of the spacetime correlation function is used to
determine the !eld-perpendicular wavenumber range % �?k k k,min max[ ] of the turbulent "uctuations that
contribute to the power of a given frequency ! of the time signal measured in the spacecraft frame. Our analysis
also shows that the shape of frequency power spectrum Psc(!) of the time signal will follow the same power law of
the reduced power spectrum _ B

? ?
�E k k( ) in the plasma frame, where " is the spectral index. The proposed

framework for the analysis of PSP time signals entirely relies on two simple dimensionless parameters that can be
empirically obtained from PSP measurements, namely, E� ?� u V20 (where V! is the perpendicular velocity of
PSP seen in the plasma frame) and the spectral index ".

Key words: magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) – solar wind – turbulence – waves

1. Introduction

The recently launched Parker Solar Probe (PSP) mission is
expected to make in situ measurements of the solar wind
plasma from heliocentric distances of about r!;!9.5Re (where
Re is one solar radius), near the Alfvén critical point, up to
distances as high as r R200� : (Fox et al. 2016). PSP will thus
become the !rst mission to explore the solar wind in the region
between r R9.5� : and r!;!60Re. Beyond these distances,
Taylor’s Hypothesis (TH; Taylor 1938) is valid as the solar
wind velocity Usw is much higher than the propagation and
turbulent velocities of the "uctuations. This so-called frozen-in-
"ow TH has been widely used to relate the power spectrum
measured in the spacecraft frame to the reduced power
spectrum of the turbulence expected in the plasma frame using
the standard relation between the frequency of the signal, !,
and the wavenumber, k, of the turbulent structures in the
plasma frame X k USW·� (see e.g., Horbury et al. 2008;
Alexandrova et al. 2010; Bourouaine et al. 2012; Bourouaine &
Chandran 2013; Chen et al. 2014).

As PSP will explore the plasma of the inner heliosphere,
there has been an increased and renewed interest in revisiting
the validity of the TH in the solar wind. Recently, Bourouaine
& Perez (2018, hereafter BP18), investigated the validity of TH
near r!;!10Re using numerical simulations of re"ection-driven
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence. The authors found
that the Eulerian spacetime structure of the turbulence allows
for the interpretation of time signals even when TH is not
applicable, which is largely consistent with similar works!
(Matthaeus et al. 2010, 2016; Servidio et al. 2011; Narita et al.
2013; Weygand et al. 2013; Klein et al. 2014, 2015;
Narita 2017), but with a number of important differences. For
instance, BP18 found that the Eulerian decorrelation in
simulations is consistent with spectral broadening associated
with pure hydrodynamic sweeping by the large-scale eddies,
combined with a Doppler shift associated with Alfvénic

propagation along the background magnetic !eld. BP18, in
agreement with Narita (2017), also found that the temporal
dependency of the Eulerian correlation is more consistent with
a Gaussian decay than exponential decay found by Servidio
et al. (2011) and Lugones et al. (2016). Another important
difference with previous works is that!BP18 found that the
decorrelation is the same for oppositely propagating "uctua-
tions even when the turbulence is imbalanced (non-zero cross-
helicity).
In this Letter, we propose a model for the Eulerian spacetime

correlation function in the context of MHD turbulence based on
Kraichnan’s sweeping hypothesis (KSH) in hydrodynamics
(Kraichnan 1964). We also show that the proposed analytical
model can be used to interpret PSP time signals, solely relying
on two empirical parameters that can be easily measured from
observations.

2. Eulerian Spacetime Correlation

We assume statistically homogeneous and stationary mag-
netized MHD turbulence and describe the evolution of
"uctuations in terms of the Elssaser variables E E� ooz u vA

� �s
s

� � � �
o

o oz
v z z z

t
p, 1A · · ( )B B

where QS�v B 4A 0 ( ) is the background Alfvén velocity, #
is the density of the "uid, Ev x t,A ( ), and Eu x t,( ) are the
"uctuating Alfvén and "uid velocity, respectively. We de!ne
the Eulerian spacetime correlation function Uo xC ,( ) for oz as

U U� � � � §o o ox z x z x xC t t, , , , 20 0 0 0( ) ( ) · ( ) ( )

where � §" denotes the ensemble average over many turbulence
realizations. In the homogeneous and stationary state, the
correlation only depends on the spacetime lags x and $, and its
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The solution of the stochastic equation will provide 

The phenomenological model in BP19 predicts that:

• the scale-dependent time decorrelation is controlled by the Alfvenic propagation and the pure 
HD sweeping.

• Both Elssaser variables decorrelate in time with the same rate regardless if the turbulence is 
balanced or imbalanced.

• the time decorrelation, for the strong turbulence case, is dominated by the HD sweeping 
(Alfvenic propagation can be neglected). 
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Strong turbulence 
(anisotropic)

(Perez & Bourouaine 2020)



• Taylor’s Hypothesis (TH)
• Connection of spacecraft-frame power 

spectra to plasma-frame energy spectrum 
using spacetime correlation functions

• Modeling of spacetime correlation functions 
within the framework of incompressible 
MHD turbulence

• RMHD Numerical simulations to validate the 
theoretical model of spacetime correlation 
functions 

• Interpretation of spacecraft-frame power 
spectra beyond TH (using the modeled 
spacetime correlation functions) 

• Examples using Helios.

Structure of the presentation

(Bourouaine & Perez 2018, APJL)

(Bourouaine & Perez 2019)

(Perez & Bourouaine 2020, PRR)

(Bourouaine & Perez 2019);  
(Bourouaine & Perez 2020)



Reduced MHD numerical simulations are used  to test the phenomenological 
model given in BP19 (Perez & Bourouaine 2020 Phys. Rev. Res.) 

• RMHD numerical simulations describes incompressible strong turbulence.

• Imbalanced and balanced strong turbulence were numerically simulated using low and high 
resolution involving Elsasser fields.

• Objective is to test the normalized temporal decorrelation for the strong turbulence case, i.e.,                             
with the decorrelation rate�±(k?, ⌧) = e�(�k⌧)

2
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fluctuating velocity and magnetic fields in (2) to obtain
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±�1

⇢
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(13)
where �z± represent the small-scale Elsasser fluctuations,
VA

0 ⌘ VA + b0 is the modified Alfvén velocity result-
ing from the superposition of the mean background mag-
netic field and the one fluctuating component b0 from
the large-scale eddies, and rk is the field-parallel gradi-
ent operator defined with respect to the local magnetic
field. Hereafter, primes are used to represent random
variables with known statistics. Under the assumption
that the characteristic timescales of the RHS terms are
much smaller than those in the LHS, for a strongly mag-
netized plasma (|b0| ⌧ VA) and for normally distributed
outer-scale velocities v0 one obtains [22]

�±(k, ⌧) = e⌥ikkVA⌧e�(�k⌧)
2

(14)

where VA is the Alfvén speed, kk is the component
of k in the direction of the local magnetic field and
�k = k?v0/

p
2 is the decorrelation rate. This result is

very similar to the model obtained by Narita [26], with
the important difference that both Elsasser fields decor-
relate at a common rate, determined by pure HD sweep-
ing. Noting that v0 represents the r.m.s. of the fluctu-
ating velocity in any direction and v0 lies in the field-
perpendicular plane, the velocity r.m.s. is u0 =

p
2v0 in

which case �k = k?u0/2.
Scaling arguments can also be used to obtain a model

for the �± functions in the strong turbulence regime.
Let � and l be the field-perpendicular and field-parallel
lengthscales of an eddy with respect to the local mag-
netic field and of amplitude v�. If the turbulence is
driven isotropically, � ⇠ l, the turbulence is necessarily
weak when v� ⌧ VA. Because weak turbulence cascades
energy to smaller perpendicular scales without affecting
the parallel structure l [4], eddies will progressively be-
come elongated along the field until the nonlinear time
⌧� ⇠ �/v� becomes comparable to the linear timescale
⌧A ⇠ l/VA. Therefore, the turbulence will unavoidably
become strong when the critical balance condition [35]
⌧� ⇠ ⌧A ) �/v� ⇠ l/VA is satisfied, which means the
timescale of Alfvén wave propagation becomes compara-
ble to that of the nonlinear terms in the RHS of equa-
tion (13). In this case, the Alfvénic propagation can be
neglected and the correlation function takes the form

�±(k, ⌧) = 'v0(k?⌧), (15)

and in the case of a Gaussian distribution P (v0)

�±(k, ⌧) = e�(�k⌧)
2

. (16)

Equations (15) and (16) show that the decorrelation is
solely determined by HD sweeping and is the same for
both Elsasser fields.

Run Regime z+/z� u0/urms Resolution Re

RB1 Balanced 1 0.72 5123 2400
RB2 Balanced 1 0.67 10243 6000
RI1 Imbalanced 1.5 0.67 5123 2400

TABLE I. Simulation parameter list

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

RMHD equations (2) are solved using a fully dealiased
3D pseudo-spectral code in a rectangular domain with
aspect ratio 1 : M , where M is the ratio between parallel
and perpendicular box sizes with respect to the back-
ground magnetic field, which is taken along the z axis.
The normalization chosen in the simulations is such that
the r.m.s. values of fluctuating plasma and Alfvén veloc-
ity are of order urms ⇠ 1 (in code’s units), and the mag-
nitude B0 so that VA/urms is of order M . The box size in
the xy plane (perpendicular to the guide magnetic field)
is chosen as L = 2⇡ and time is normalized to the large
scale eddy turnover time ⌧0 = L/2⇡urms. The turbulence
is driven by random forcing in the field-perpendicular and
field-parallel wave-numbers 0 < k? < 4 and 0 < kk < 2,
respectively, which due to the aspect ratio of the simula-
tion box allows one to drive strong RMHD turbulence by
controlling the degree to which outer-scale eddies satisfy
the critical balance condition kkVA ⇠ k?urms [38], where
urms represents the r.m.s. value of the turbulent velocity.
The Reynolds number is defined as Re = urms(L/2⇡)/⌫.
Approximately every eddy turnover time in the steady
state the code outputs snapshots of the Elsasser fields
z±, as well as the entire time history of each Elsasser
field on eight selected xy planes. In the simulations, cor-
relations between v and b are introduced through the
random forcing, to investigate the role of cross-helicity.

Three simulations of steadily-driven RMHD turbu-
lence, listed in table I, are used to investigate the scaling
properties of the time correlations �±(k, ⌧) and to com-
pare with phenomenological models . These simulations
have been extensively used to investigate the structure
and scaling of the spatial spectrum h0(k) of balanced
and imbalanced MHD turbulence in previous works [9–
11]. Because the parameters of the simulations in table I
are the same as simulations RB1, RB2 and RI1 in Perez
et al. [11], we adopt the same labeling notation.

The random forcing drives the outer-scale velocities to-
ward an isotropic two-dimensional Gaussian distribution
of the form given in equation (9), and whose character-
istic function is

'v0(⇠) = e
1
4u

2
0|⇠|

2

. (17)

where u0 is the r.m.s. value of velocities in the energy-
containing range and ⇠ is a velocity-wavevector on
which the characteristic function depends. The Gaus-
sian nature of the outer-scale flow is verified by measur-
ing the angle-averaged characteristic function 'v0(⇠) =



Numerical results: 
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Scale-dependent time correlations                (solid lines) 
for all simulations in table I for selected wavenumbers. 

Dotted lines correspond to Gaussian least- squares-fits 
with the decorrelation rate     as free parameters for each 
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The numerical decorrelation rates     for all simulation runs�k
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• The estimated decorrelation rates        for both Elssaser
fields are linear with wavenumber        in the inertial 
range 

• Both fields decorrelate with the same rate, i.e.,  

• The decorrelation rate is much closer to the r.m.s of the 
outer-scale fluid velocity, i.e., 
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All the properties of the decorrelation rate 
(described above) are consistent with the predictions 
of the phenomenological model proposed in BP19.
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• Taylor’s Hypothesis (TH)
• Connection of spacecraft-frame power 

spectra to plasma-frame energy spectrum 
using spacetime correlation functions

• Modeling of spacetime correlation functions 
within the framework of incompressible 
MHD turbulence

• RMHD Numerical simulations to validate the 
theoretical model of spacetime correlation 
functions 

• Interpretation of spacecraft-frame power 
spectra beyond TH (using the modeled 
spacetime correlation functions) 

• Examples using Helios.

Structure of the presentation

(Bourouaine & Perez 2018, APJL)

(Bourouaine & Perez 2019)

(Perez & Bourouaine 2020, submitted)

(Bourouaine & Perez 2019);  
(Bourouaine & Perez 2020)



Interpretation of spacecraft-frame power spectra beyond TH ( Bourouaine & Perez 2019)

The goal: 
connect the measured power spectrum    to the reduced energy spectrum               
where                                                 

Method:
- We use the modeled scale-dependent time decorrelation 
- We assume strong turbulence and thus anisotropic
- We assume a power law form for the reduced energy spectrum            

Result:
where                                     and

is the perpendicular velocity of the spacecraft seen in the plasma frame
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Here !!=!k!"u0/2 represents the spectral broadening around
the Doppler-shifted frequency k Vsc· , the same for both oz .

Intuitively, the TH relies on the assumption that the
spacecraft is moving through the plasma (or the plasma
passing by the spacecraft) so fast that the turbulence is “frozen-
in,” or simply, the turbulence does not have suf!cient time to
evolve during the observation time. The decorrelation function
contains two independent characteristic velocities, the Alfvén
speed vA, and the velocity Eurms 0, associated with Alfvén-
wave advection and random hydrodynamic sweeping. One can
parameterize the decorrelation function with Ew� u V20 sc by
normalizing all velocities to Vsc and obtain
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which upon substitution in Equation (13) leads to
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which for existing solar wind observations �V Usc SW� , with
U vSW A� one recovers the commonly used TH condition

¨X E X� �o o k k UP h . 18sc 0 SW( ) ( ) ( · ) ( )

In this sense, when either one of the two conditions ò!=!1 and
vA!=!Vsc no longer hold, Equation (16) should be used in lieu
of the TH. One should also note that the TH given by
Equation (18) also holds when _v VA sc provided the
turbulence is strongly anisotropic (i.e., ?k k�& ).

It is worth mentioning that the resulting model for X(o
� k,˜ ( )

only relies on the validity of the KSH, and it is not speci!c to a
turbulence model. Equation (16) allows us in general to relate
temporal signals in the spacecraft frame to the spatial properties
of the turbulence in the plasma frame, and reduce in the proper
limits to the TH. In this sense, as we show in this Letter, these
equations allow us to analyze spacecraft signals when the TH is
not valid, with the only requirement that the KSH holds. In the
following we proceed to explore the usefulness of the more
general Equation (16) in the analysis of solar wind observa-
tions, with a focus on the upcoming measurements from the
PSP mission.

Let us de!ne the reduced perpendicular power spectrum
¨Q�o

?
o

? ?E k h k k k dk2 ,0( ) ( )& &, and make the following
assumptions: (1) the three-dimensional power spectrum is
nearly isotropic in the perpendicular plane, (2) the spacecraft

velocity in the Sun’s frame, ?V , is nearly perpendicular to the
magnetic !eld, and (3) the power spectrum is highly anisotropic,
that is, nearly zero for ?k k�& . Then Equation (16) becomes
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is the spectral density describing the energy distribution among
frequencies and perpendicular wavenumber in the spacecraft
frame, and the function
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is the average of X(o
� k,˜ ( ) over the angle f between ?k and ?V .

An additional factor of two has been added to include the
contribution to Psc(#) from negative frequencies, so we can
assume #!!!0 hereafter. Equations (19)!and!(20) will form the
basis of our proposed methodology.
A few important aspects of the function �g x¯ ( ) are worth

emphasizing: (1) its integral from x!=!0 to d is equal to one,
(2) it is the same for both E± energy spectra, and (3) it is
smooth for !nite ò but becomes singular at x!=!1 in the limit
l� 0. This last property leads to a spectral density highly

localized along #!=!k!V! corresponding to the frozen-in-"ow
TH, which means that the energy in a small frequency band d#
around # entirely arises from "uctuations with wavenumbers in
the range dk! around k!, with k!!=!#/V!.
For !nite ò, the function �g x¯ ( ) broadens around x!;!1 and as

a result, the energy in the frequency range d# around # results
from a broader range of wavenumbers, and therefore a one-to-
one association between frequency and wavenumber no longer
seems possible. In fact, Equation (19) shows that the
"uctuation energy in the range d# around # results from a
non-trivial integral over a broad range of wavenumbers
weighted by X ? ?�g k V¯ ( ).
Let us now determine the power spectrum Psc(#) when the

spatial power spectrum in the plasma frame follows a power
law of the form � B

? ?
�E k Ck( ) . Note that we no longer

distinguish between E± as the following analysis is identical
for both spectra. After changing the k! integration in terms of
the new variable x!=!#/k!V! Equation (19) becomes
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One must note that!(22) is valid if the power law for ?E k( )
extends from k!!=!0 to d. From this result we infer the
following conclusions: (1) XPsc( ) is also a power law with the
same spectral index of the spectrum E(k!), which is consistent
with the !ndings of Narita (2017) and Bourouaine & Perez
(2018); (2) the overall frequency power spectrum is scaled,
compared with the case when the TH is valid, by a factor that
solely depends on the distribution of large-scale eddies and the
spectral index $.
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Here !!=!k!"u0/2 represents the spectral broadening around
the Doppler-shifted frequency k Vsc· , the same for both oz .

Intuitively, the TH relies on the assumption that the
spacecraft is moving through the plasma (or the plasma
passing by the spacecraft) so fast that the turbulence is “frozen-
in,” or simply, the turbulence does not have suf!cient time to
evolve during the observation time. The decorrelation function
contains two independent characteristic velocities, the Alfvén
speed vA, and the velocity Eurms 0, associated with Alfvén-
wave advection and random hydrodynamic sweeping. One can
parameterize the decorrelation function with Ew� u V20 sc by
normalizing all velocities to Vsc and obtain
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which upon substitution in Equation (13) leads to
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In the limit l� 0 one obtains
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which for existing solar wind observations �V Usc SW� , with
U vSW A� one recovers the commonly used TH condition

¨X E X� �o o k k UP h . 18sc 0 SW( ) ( ) ( · ) ( )

In this sense, when either one of the two conditions ò!=!1 and
vA!=!Vsc no longer hold, Equation (16) should be used in lieu
of the TH. One should also note that the TH given by
Equation (18) also holds when _v VA sc provided the
turbulence is strongly anisotropic (i.e., ?k k�& ).

It is worth mentioning that the resulting model for X(o
� k,˜ ( )

only relies on the validity of the KSH, and it is not speci!c to a
turbulence model. Equation (16) allows us in general to relate
temporal signals in the spacecraft frame to the spatial properties
of the turbulence in the plasma frame, and reduce in the proper
limits to the TH. In this sense, as we show in this Letter, these
equations allow us to analyze spacecraft signals when the TH is
not valid, with the only requirement that the KSH holds. In the
following we proceed to explore the usefulness of the more
general Equation (16) in the analysis of solar wind observa-
tions, with a focus on the upcoming measurements from the
PSP mission.

Let us de!ne the reduced perpendicular power spectrum
¨Q�o

?
o

? ?E k h k k k dk2 ,0( ) ( )& &, and make the following
assumptions: (1) the three-dimensional power spectrum is
nearly isotropic in the perpendicular plane, (2) the spacecraft

velocity in the Sun’s frame, ?V , is nearly perpendicular to the
magnetic !eld, and (3) the power spectrum is highly anisotropic,
that is, nearly zero for ?k k�& . Then Equation (16) becomes

¨X X�o
d

o
? ?P E k dk, , 19sc

0
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where
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1
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is the spectral density describing the energy distribution among
frequencies and perpendicular wavenumber in the spacecraft
frame, and the function

¨Q
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is the average of X(o
� k,˜ ( ) over the angle f between ?k and ?V .

An additional factor of two has been added to include the
contribution to Psc(#) from negative frequencies, so we can
assume #!!!0 hereafter. Equations (19)!and!(20) will form the
basis of our proposed methodology.
A few important aspects of the function �g x¯ ( ) are worth

emphasizing: (1) its integral from x!=!0 to d is equal to one,
(2) it is the same for both E± energy spectra, and (3) it is
smooth for !nite ò but becomes singular at x!=!1 in the limit
l� 0. This last property leads to a spectral density highly

localized along #!=!k!V! corresponding to the frozen-in-"ow
TH, which means that the energy in a small frequency band d#
around # entirely arises from "uctuations with wavenumbers in
the range dk! around k!, with k!!=!#/V!.
For !nite ò, the function �g x¯ ( ) broadens around x!;!1 and as

a result, the energy in the frequency range d# around # results
from a broader range of wavenumbers, and therefore a one-to-
one association between frequency and wavenumber no longer
seems possible. In fact, Equation (19) shows that the
"uctuation energy in the range d# around # results from a
non-trivial integral over a broad range of wavenumbers
weighted by X ? ?�g k V¯ ( ).
Let us now determine the power spectrum Psc(#) when the

spatial power spectrum in the plasma frame follows a power
law of the form � B

? ?
�E k Ck( ) . Note that we no longer

distinguish between E± as the following analysis is identical
for both spectra. After changing the k! integration in terms of
the new variable x!=!#/k!V! Equation (19) becomes
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where
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One must note that!(22) is valid if the power law for ?E k( )
extends from k!!=!0 to d. From this result we infer the
following conclusions: (1) XPsc( ) is also a power law with the
same spectral index of the spectrum E(k!), which is consistent
with the !ndings of Narita (2017) and Bourouaine & Perez
(2018); (2) the overall frequency power spectrum is scaled,
compared with the case when the TH is valid, by a factor that
solely depends on the distribution of large-scale eddies and the
spectral index $.
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space Fourier transform becomes

¨U
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which is also known as the two-time energy spectrum.
We model the Eulerian correlation by extending the KSH,

i.e., that the spacetime structure of small-scales eddies in the
Eulerian description is dominated by random sweeping by
large-scale !uctuations. In MHD, the random sweeping of
small-scale eddies by large-scale ones can occur either from the
large-scale bulk !ow, which we call hydrodynamic sweeping,
as well as the wave propagation of the oz along and against the
local magnetic "eld that results from the perturbation of the
background "eld by the large-scale eddies, which we call
Alfvén-wave sweeping. This can be made evident by replacing
the advecting "elds E E�z u vABB in Equation (1) to obtain

E �s
s

� �
o

oz
u V z

t
0, 4A( ) · ( )B

where E� �V v vA A A is the local Alfvén velocity. The pressure
has been ignored as its role is only to keep the !uctuations
incompressible. In Equation (4) the Elsässer "elds oz undergo
random advection both by the !ow Eu and the local Alfvén
velocity VA. We extend KSH in MHD by replacing the
advecting variables Eu and EvA with zero-mean random
"elds E au and E avA with prescribed statistics, which we take to
be Gaussian for simplicity. Hereafter, primed variables indicate
the "eld is a random variable with prescribed statistics. We
further assume that all !uctuating "elds, E aoz u, and E avA,
are perpendicular to the local mean magnetic "eld, namely, the
direction of Ea w � aV v vA A A. The space Fourier transform of oz
then follows the linear equation

E
s
s

� a a �
o

?
oz

k u z
t

i k V 0, 5A
˜ ( · ) ˜ ( )B &

where �o oz z k t,˜ ˜ ( ) is the space Fourier transform of oz x t,( ).
It is important to notice that the parallel wavenumber k& in this
equation represents the wave-vector with respect to the local
magnetic "eld (along aVA) and not along the background
magnetic "eld (along B0). Equation (5) is a stochastic linear
equation whose solution is

� Eo o o a � a?z k z kt e e, , 0 . 6k uik V t i tA˜ ( ) ˜ ( ) ( )·&

An important additional simpli"cation follows for strongly
magnetized turbulence, E av vA A� , in which case a �VA

E� a xv v v v1A A
2

A
2 1 2

A( ) , and therefore

� Eo o o � a?z k z kt e e, , 0 . 7k uik v t i tA˜ ( ) ˜ ( ) ( )·&

This model presents a number of signi"cant advantages over
previous approaches based on the KSH!(Matthaeus et al. 2010;
Servidio et al. 2011; Narita et al. 2013; Weygand et al. 2013;
Narita 2017). The "rst is that because the random variation of
E avA does not affect the magnitude of the local Alfvén velocity
aVA, to "rst order in E av vA A, the Alfvénic sweeping is not

random. The second advantage is that in the solution provided
by Equation (7) the parallel and perpendicular components of
the wave-vector k are de"ned with respect to the direction of
the local, !uctuating magnetic "eld and not with respect to the
constant background "eld. Lastly, as we will see in more detail

later, the spectral broadening associated with sweeping solely
arises from random advection by the velocity of large-scale
eddies, and therefore affects both Elsässer components oz
equally.
Assuming that oz̃ and E au are statistically independent at

t!=!0, it is straightforward to demonstrate that the two-time
power spectrum Uo kh ,( ) de"ned by Equation (3) becomes
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h t t
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A
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( ) ( )·B &

where �o ok kh h , 00 ( ) ( ) is the three-dimensional power spec-
trum, or the one-time (!= 0) energy spectrum. Equation (8)
indicates that the temporal decorrelation is the result of pure
hydrodynamic sweeping, Doppler-shifted by Alfvénic propaga-
tion along the local magnetic "eld. For simplicity we assume that
the component E Ea � an uun ˆ · ˆ along any direction n̂ is described
by a Gaussian probability density E ag un( ˆ ) where

Q
� �g x e

1
2

, 9x1
2

2( ) ( )

E E Ea w au u u2n n 0ˆ , and E E� auu0
2!" " # is the root mean

square value of E au . Equation (8) then becomes
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where

U( w U E Uo � ?k e e, . 11ik v u k1
4A 0

2( ) ( )( )B &

The function U(o k,( ) describes the temporal dependency of
the two-time spectrum Uo kh ,( ) and determines the scale-
dependent Eulerian decorrelation time of the turbulence.
The choice of a Gaussian probability density is made for

analytical convenience. However, the results that we present
here have general validity for any other probability density,
including one empirically obtained from spacecraft data.

3. Frequency Spectrum in the Spacecraft Frame

The frozen-in-!ow TH is valid in solar wind data when the
speed of the the spacecraft seen in the plasma frame � VVsc sc" "
is much higher than the propagation velocity vph and velocity
amplitudes "u0 of the turbulent !uctuations, and thus the
frequency # of the signal can be related to turbulent !uctuation
scale 1/k as X k Vsc" · "� . However, in our analysis we will
show that there are other cases in which we can still connect #
to k even if Vsc!!!vph. The key quantity that determines this
criterion is the decorrelation function U(o k,( ) de"ned in
Equation (11).
Following Horbury et al. (2008) and Bourouaine &

Chandran (2013), the power spectrum from single-point
measurements in the spacecraft frame XoPsc( ) is related to the
three-dimensional power measured in the plasma frame by
expression

¨X
Q

U U� X Uo o �kP h e d d k
1

2
, , 12k Vi

sc
3sc( ) ( ) ( )( · )
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which upon substitution of Uo kh ,( ) from Equation (10) gives
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Here !!=!k!"u0/2 represents the spectral broadening around
the Doppler-shifted frequency k Vsc· , the same for both oz .

Intuitively, the TH relies on the assumption that the
spacecraft is moving through the plasma (or the plasma
passing by the spacecraft) so fast that the turbulence is “frozen-
in,” or simply, the turbulence does not have suf!cient time to
evolve during the observation time. The decorrelation function
contains two independent characteristic velocities, the Alfvén
speed vA, and the velocity Eurms 0, associated with Alfvén-
wave advection and random hydrodynamic sweeping. One can
parameterize the decorrelation function with Ew� u V20 sc by
normalizing all velocities to Vsc and obtain
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which upon substitution in Equation (13) leads to
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which for existing solar wind observations �V Usc SW� , with
U vSW A� one recovers the commonly used TH condition

¨X E X� �o o k k UP h . 18sc 0 SW( ) ( ) ( · ) ( )

In this sense, when either one of the two conditions ò!=!1 and
vA!=!Vsc no longer hold, Equation (16) should be used in lieu
of the TH. One should also note that the TH given by
Equation (18) also holds when _v VA sc provided the
turbulence is strongly anisotropic (i.e., ?k k�& ).

It is worth mentioning that the resulting model for X(o
� k,˜ ( )

only relies on the validity of the KSH, and it is not speci!c to a
turbulence model. Equation (16) allows us in general to relate
temporal signals in the spacecraft frame to the spatial properties
of the turbulence in the plasma frame, and reduce in the proper
limits to the TH. In this sense, as we show in this Letter, these
equations allow us to analyze spacecraft signals when the TH is
not valid, with the only requirement that the KSH holds. In the
following we proceed to explore the usefulness of the more
general Equation (16) in the analysis of solar wind observa-
tions, with a focus on the upcoming measurements from the
PSP mission.

Let us de!ne the reduced perpendicular power spectrum
¨Q�o

?
o

? ?E k h k k k dk2 ,0( ) ( )& &, and make the following
assumptions: (1) the three-dimensional power spectrum is
nearly isotropic in the perpendicular plane, (2) the spacecraft

velocity in the Sun’s frame, ?V , is nearly perpendicular to the
magnetic !eld, and (3) the power spectrum is highly anisotropic,
that is, nearly zero for ?k k�& . Then Equation (16) becomes
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is the spectral density describing the energy distribution among
frequencies and perpendicular wavenumber in the spacecraft
frame, and the function
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is the average of X(o
� k,˜ ( ) over the angle f between ?k and ?V .

An additional factor of two has been added to include the
contribution to Psc(#) from negative frequencies, so we can
assume #!!!0 hereafter. Equations (19)!and!(20) will form the
basis of our proposed methodology.
A few important aspects of the function �g x¯ ( ) are worth

emphasizing: (1) its integral from x!=!0 to d is equal to one,
(2) it is the same for both E± energy spectra, and (3) it is
smooth for !nite ò but becomes singular at x!=!1 in the limit
l� 0. This last property leads to a spectral density highly

localized along #!=!k!V! corresponding to the frozen-in-"ow
TH, which means that the energy in a small frequency band d#
around # entirely arises from "uctuations with wavenumbers in
the range dk! around k!, with k!!=!#/V!.
For !nite ò, the function �g x¯ ( ) broadens around x!;!1 and as

a result, the energy in the frequency range d# around # results
from a broader range of wavenumbers, and therefore a one-to-
one association between frequency and wavenumber no longer
seems possible. In fact, Equation (19) shows that the
"uctuation energy in the range d# around # results from a
non-trivial integral over a broad range of wavenumbers
weighted by X ? ?�g k V¯ ( ).
Let us now determine the power spectrum Psc(#) when the

spatial power spectrum in the plasma frame follows a power
law of the form � B

? ?
�E k Ck( ) . Note that we no longer

distinguish between E± as the following analysis is identical
for both spectra. After changing the k! integration in terms of
the new variable x!=!#/k!V! Equation (19) becomes
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One must note that!(22) is valid if the power law for ?E k( )
extends from k!!=!0 to d. From this result we infer the
following conclusions: (1) XPsc( ) is also a power law with the
same spectral index of the spectrum E(k!), which is consistent
with the !ndings of Narita (2017) and Bourouaine & Perez
(2018); (2) the overall frequency power spectrum is scaled,
compared with the case when the TH is valid, by a factor that
solely depends on the distribution of large-scale eddies and the
spectral index $.
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Equation (22) relating the power spectrum XoPsc( ) in the
spacecraft frame to the reduced energy spectrum can be used to
de!ne the range of wavenumbers % �?k k k,min max[ ] that
provide most of the energy at a given frequency !. The
mapping between a given frequency and the range of
wavenumbers providing most of its energy, X l % ?k , solely
depends on the function fò(", x), determined from parameters ò
and ", whose values can be obtained from spacecraft
observations.

For a !xed set of values ò, ", let us de!ne xmin and xmax so
that

¨ ¨B I B�
d

� �f x dx f x dx, , 24
x

x

0min

max ( ) ( ) ( )

where # is a dimensionless number smaller than one,
representing the desired fraction of the total energy contained
between xmin and xmax. For instance, one can choose I 2 0.9 to
capture 90% of the total energy. We can then use xmin and xmax

to determine the wavenumber range % �?k k k,min max[ ] with
the largest contribution to a given frequency !, as �kmin

X ?x Vmax and X� ?k x Vmax min , providing most of the power
Psc(!) at frequency !.

In the next section we will estimate the frequency-dependent
broadening !k! for two different sets of ò, " that are
representative of the regions that the PSP spacecraft is expected
to explore.

4. Application to PSP Data

At PSP!s smallest perihelion, approximately at 9.86Re, the
spacecraft velocity in the Sun’s frame will be approximately
V!!"!200!km s#1 and nearly perpendicular to the nearly radial
magnetic !eld. In the plasma frame, the spacecraft velocity is

� �?V V Usc SW, where USW is the radial solar wind velocity.
PSP!s perihelion occurs near the Alfvén critical point where
USW!"!vA, therefore, based on our strong anisotropy assump-
tion ? ?k V k Vsc· ·� . We assume that the rms!of velocity
"uctuations at this heliocentric radius is E �u 250 km s0

1� ,
which should decrease above the Alfvén critical point
r R10� : according to turbulence models (Cranmer & van
Ballegooijen 2012; Perez & Chandran 2013). As a conse-
quence, the parameter E� ?� u V20 is expected to decrease
with increasing heliocentric distance r, where its highest value
is ò!;!0.9 at r!=!10Re and its lowest value is about 0.03
near 1!au.

Assuming a spectral index "!=!5/3, we can construct the
function fò(", x) versus x for representative values ò!;!0.03

near 1!au and 0.9 near PSP perihelion (left panel of Figure 1).
It can be seen that fò(", x) is relatively narrow around x!;!1 for
the small value of ò, while for ò!;!0.9 signi!cant broadening
occurs for fò(", x) around its peak value, which is close but not
equal to one. Therefore, we anticipate that fò(", x) will be much
broader near the Alfvén critical point than around 1!au. The
right panel of Figure 1 shows a hypothetical power-law
spectrum (on the left vertical axis) versus k!/k0 spanning two
decades, where k0 is some characteristic wavenumber. Just
below the power-law spectrum, the function fò(", !/k!V!) is
shown (on the right vertical axis) versus ?k k0 for a selected
frequency X � ?k V5 0 . The two plots corresponding to the
same values of ò in the left panel show the contrast in the
interpretation of the same power law at a given frequency.
The vertical bars indicate the range of wavenumbers that
contribute to about 90% of the energy. Near Earth’s orbit, most
of the energy at each frequency is sharply localized around
X ? ?k V� , whereas the same amount of energy is spread over a
wider range of wavenumbers near the Sun.

5. Conclusions

In this Letter we introduced an analytical model for the two-
time energy spectrum given by Equation (10) based on two
minimal assumptions that apply to a wide range of solar wind
conditions: (1) the temporal decorrelation for the Eulerian !elds
oz x t,( ) is a consequence of random sweeping of the small-
scale eddies by large-scale ones; and (2) the turbulence is
strongly magnetized E av vA A� . It then follows that the
decorrelation in time of the turbulent eddies is controlled by
random sweeping due to large-scale "uid velocities and by pure
Alfvénic propagation. This seems to be consistent with earlier
obtained results using numerical simulations of strongly MHD
turbulence (Lugones et al. 2016, Bourouaine & Perez 2018).
The analytical model for the two-time energy spectrum was

used to develop a methodology to connect time signals to the
spatial properties of the underlying solar wind turbulence under
typical conditions that PSP might encounter. The proposed
method solely depends on the two measurable parameters, ò
and ", from where one can determine xmin and xmax to estimate
the broadening in ?k as % �?k k k,min max[ ] for a given
frequency ! where X� ?k x Vmin max and X� ?k x Vmax min .
For example, the right panel of Figure 1 shows a hypothetical
Kolmogorov power-law spectrum ? ?

�E k k 5 3( ) � together with
the range of wavenumbers that contribute to 90% of the energy
at a given frequency for two different values of ò. These
parameters were chosen to represent typical values expected
near PSP perihelion and near 1!au.

Figure 1. Left panel: function f (x) vs. x for ò!=!0.9 close to the Sun (solid red curve) and ò!=!0.03 near 1!au (dashed blue curve). f (x) is normalized to its local
maximum fmax. Right panel: hypothetical power-law energy spectrum r B

? ?
�E k k( ) (left vertical axis) and fò vs. k! for the same values of ò.
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We estimate a reduced energy spectrum E(k?) asso-
ciated with each measured spacecraft-frame Psc(!, ✓i).
According to the BP19 model, for the strong turbulence
case, the spectral index of the reduced power spectrum
E(k?) in the inertial range will be the same as the spec-
tral index of their corresponding frequency spectrum
Psc(!, ✓i), therefore E(k?) = Cik

�↵
? where Ci is ex-

pected to be the same constant for each sampling an-
gle ✓i if the turbulence is strong and highly anisotropic.
From the BP19 model we have the following relation-
ship.

Psc(!, ✓i) = ⇤i
Ci

Vi,?

✓
!

Vi,?

◆�↵

(5)

where

⇤i=

Z 1

0
f✏i(↵, x)dx, (6)

f✏i(↵, x)=x↵�1ḡ✏i(x) (7)

and ḡ✏(x) is a function of the dimensionless parameter
x = !/k?Vi,? that is connected to the probability dis-
tribution of function g(y) (assumed to be a Gaussian
distribution) as follows

ḡ✏i(x) =
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where
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1p
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e�
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2

(9)

and the parameter ✏i = �ui,0/(
p
2Vi,?), with Vi,? =

V0 sin ✓i is the field-perpendicular velocity of the space-
craft as seen in the plasma frame (where V0 ' 630
km/s). All the empirical values of the above parame-
ters are given in table 1. The angle � in Eq. (8) is the
direction of the wavevector k? in the field-perpendicular
plane. By replacing the power law-fits Psc(!, ✓i) =
Di!�↵ in Eq. (5), we get

Ci =
Di

⇤i
V �↵i+1
i,? (10)

Equation (10) can now be used to find the values of
Ci, summarized table 1, that correspond to the reduced
power spectra E(k?) in the inertial range. Interestingly,
the values of Ci are all around 6 ⇥ 105 (6 ⇥ 104) in SI
units for ↵ = 3/2 (↵ = 5/3), and there is no dependency
on the sampling angle ✓i. This is a strong signature
that the turbulence is strong and anisotropic as found
in many previous works (Horbury et al. 2008; Podesta
2009; Chen et al. 2011).
The upper left of Figure 4 displays the function

f✏i(↵, x) for the empirical parameters ✏i. The values
of ⇤i were obtained through Eq. (6) and summarized in
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Figure 4. Upper left panel: The functions f✏i(↵i, x) plot-
ted as a function of the dimensionless variable x for the cor-
responding values pf ✏i and ↵i. Upper right panel: Part
of the inertial-range power-law fits / Di(2⇡f)

�↵i (colored
solid lines) that correspond to Pi,sc. The dashed colored
lines are the corresponding reduced power spectra / Cif

�↵i

(where f = k?Vi,?/(2⇡)). The di↵erent power-law curves
have been o↵set vertically for easier viewing. The broaden-
ing that corresponding to frequency f0 = 4.5 ⇥ 10�3 Hz is
shown using gray areas for the corresponding k?V?/(2⇡) in-
tervals (broadening). Lower left panel: Curves represent the
function f✏!0(↵i, x) plotted for di↵erent values of ↵i. Lower
right panel: Curves of ⇤ (solid line), x0 (dot line) and x1

(dash line) plotted versus ✏ all estimated for ↵ = 3/2.

Table 1. The curves of f✏i(↵, x) are seen to be broad in
x = !/k?Vi,?. According to BP19, TA can be recov-
ered when ✏ ⌧ 1 as we will see in the next subsection.
Generally speaking, the accuracy of the TA worsens
when the broadening of f✏i(↵, x) becomes significant as
described in BP19. The broadening in x will basically
lead to broadening in the field-perpendicular wavenum-
ber k?. This means that the energy Psc(!, ✓i) at a small
frequency bin around ! corresponds to the energy in the
wavenumber range �ki,? = [ki,min, ki,max] according to
the energy power E(k?). This broadening can be de-
termined from the broadening �xi = [xi,0, xi,1] of the
function f✏i(↵, x). The values of xi,0 and xi,1 can be ob-
tained from the following two conditions, 1) the integral

Z xi,1

xi,0

f✏i(↵, x)dx = ⌘⇤i (11)

captures a desired fraction (e.g., ⌘ ' 0.9) of the ⇤i pa-
rameter, and 2)

Z 0

xi,0

f✏i(↵, x)dx =

Z 1

xi,1

f✏i(↵, x)dx (12)

Predictions from the model

⇤ =

Z 1

0
f✏(↵, x)dx
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Equation (10) can now be used to find the values of
Ci, summarized table 1, that correspond to the reduced
power spectra E(k?) in the inertial range. Interestingly,
the values of Ci are all around 6 ⇥ 105 (6 ⇥ 104) in SI
units for ↵ = 3/2 (↵ = 5/3), and there is no dependency
on the sampling angle ✓i. This is a strong signature
that the turbulence is strong and anisotropic as found
in many previous works (Horbury et al. 2008; Podesta
2009; Chen et al. 2011).
The upper left of Figure 4 displays the function
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(where f = k?Vi,?/(2⇡)). The di↵erent power-law curves
have been o↵set vertically for easier viewing. The broaden-
ing that corresponding to frequency f0 = 4.5 ⇥ 10�3 Hz is
shown using gray areas for the corresponding k?V?/(2⇡) in-
tervals (broadening). Lower left panel: Curves represent the
function f✏!0(↵i, x) plotted for di↵erent values of ↵i. Lower
right panel: Curves of ⇤ (solid line), x0 (dot line) and x1

(dash line) plotted versus ✏ all estimated for ↵ = 3/2.

Table 1. The curves of f✏i(↵, x) are seen to be broad in
x = !/k?Vi,?. According to BP19, TA can be recov-
ered when ✏ ⌧ 1 as we will see in the next subsection.
Generally speaking, the accuracy of the TA worsens
when the broadening of f✏i(↵, x) becomes significant as
described in BP19. The broadening in x will basically
lead to broadening in the field-perpendicular wavenum-
ber k?. This means that the energy Psc(!, ✓i) at a small
frequency bin around ! corresponds to the energy in the
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the energy power E(k?). This broadening can be de-
termined from the broadening �xi = [xi,0, xi,1] of the
function f✏i(↵, x). The values of xi,0 and xi,1 can be ob-
tained from the following two conditions, 1) the integral

Z xi,1

xi,0

f✏i(↵, x)dx = ⌘⇤i (11)

captures a desired fraction (e.g., ⌘ ' 0.9) of the ⇤i pa-
rameter, and 2)

Z 0

xi,0

f✏i(↵, x)dx =

Z 1

xi,1

f✏i(↵, x)dx (12)

TH limit

TH can be used as a good approximation as 
long as            . However, for relatively 
larger values of epsilon TH can provide an 
overestimate of the energy constant. Also, 
the broadening can be well explained within 
the context of the methodology of BP19

✏  0.5
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Interpreting solar wind turbulent spectra beyond TH 5

i 0 1 2 3

✓i ' 20� 30� 40� 50�

Vi,? (km/s) 219 319 404 482

Di ⇥ 10�8 (SI) (↵ = 5/3) 1.5 2.2 2.3 2.7

Di ⇥ 10�8 (SI) (↵ = 3/2) 2.6 3.3 3.8 4.6

�ui,0 (km/s) 32 38 41 43

✏i 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.06

⇤i (↵ = 5/3) 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71

⇤TA (↵ = 5/3) 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71

Ci ⇥ 10�4 (SI) (↵ = 5/3) 6.0 5.8 5.7 6.0

Ci ⇥ 10�5 (SI) (↵ = 3/2) 6.0 6.0 6.2 6.7

Ci,TA ⇥ 10�4 (SI) (↵ = 5/3) 6.0 5.8 5.7 6.0

Ci,TA ⇥ 10�5 (SI) (↵ = 3/2) 6.0 6.0 6.2 6.7

xi,0 (↵ = 5/3, 3/2) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

xi,1 (↵ = 5/3, 3/2) 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0

Table 1. Relevant measured parameters used to reconstruct
power spectrum E(k?) from BP19 model. The mean velocity
V i,0 ' 630 km/s and Alfvén velocity vA = 80 km/s.

With this prescription one then obtains the broadening
in k? for each frequency as ki,min = !/(xi,1Vi,?) and
ki,max = !/(xi,0Vi,?) that corresponds to each power
spectrum Pi,sc(!, ✓i). Using ⌘ = 0.90 for this analysis
leads to the values of xi,0 and xi,1 summarized in Ta-
ble 1. For all considered ✓i, the broadening seems to be
the same for the empirical values of ✏i  0.1.
In the upper right panel of figure 4 we illustrate1 the

broadening in k? that contributes to the power spec-
trum Psc(!0, ✓i) for frequency !0 = 2⇡f0, where f0 =
4.5⇥ 10�3 Hz. It is worth mentioning that the method-
ology proposed in BP19 can be used to reconstruct the
reduced energy spectrum as long as tan ✓b & �u0/vA,
i.e., tan ✓b & 20� for the data set considered in this work.

3.2. Derivation of E(k?) using the Taylor

approximation (TA)

As suggested in BP19 sweeping model, the Taylor ap-
proximation can be recovered in the limit when ✏ �! 0.
It is straightforward to show from Eq. (8)

lim
✏!0

ḡ✏(x) =

(
2

⇡
p
1�x2 0 < x < 1

0 otherwise
(13)

from where it follows that using equations (6) and (7)

⇤TA =
2

⇡

Z 1

0

x↵�1

p
1� x2

dx =
�
�
↵
2

�
p
⇡�

�
↵+1
2

� (14)

where �(x) is the Gamma function. Thus the re-
lationship that connects the reduced power spectrum

1 In the figure we re-scaled E(k?) by various factors for clarity

E(k?) ' Ci,TAk
�↵i
? and the spacecraft-frame power

spectrum Psc(!, ✓i) given in Eq. (5) will become

Psc(!) = ⇤TA
Ci,TA

Vi,?

✓
!

Vi,?

◆�↵

(15)

The values of ⇤TA and the corresponding energy con-
stants Ci,TA for the spectral indices ↵ = 3/2 and 5/3 are
listed in Table 1. The results from this analysis show
that for Ci ' Ci,TA in SI units (and ⇤i ' ⇤TA) for both
↵ value, suggesting that the TA is still a good approx-
imation for empirical values of ✏i . 0.1. Furthermore,
the function f✏!0(↵ = 3/2, x) that is used to compute
ḡ✏!0(x) in Eq. (13) in TA are plotted in the lower left
panel of figure 4. Even when ✏ ⌧ 1 (TA) there is still
some broadening that is caused by the integration over
angle �. The estimation of the broadening in x for the
TA case provide the same values of xi,0 and xi,1 as found
using BP19 methodology.
The analysis we present suggests that the BP19 model

and TA provide a similar prediction for the energy con-
stant. However, the TA obtained from BP19 in the limit
of ✏ ! 0 takes into account the broadening in k? for a
corresponding angular frequency !, which arises from
the angular integration of the wavevector in the field-
perpendicular plane. To the best of our knowledge, the
e↵ect of this broadening within TA approximation has
not been taken into account in solar wind observations.
As our results show, for observations with ✏ . 0.1, both
the energy constant and broadening are the same as with
the TA. For larger values of ✏, this is not necessarily the
case. For instance, in the lower right panel of Figure
4 we estimate the parameter ⇤ and the corresponding
values of x0 and x1 assuming ↵ = 3/2 and varying ✏
from 10�3 to 4. Interestingly, the parameter ⇤ remains
roughly constant for ✏ . 0.5, which means that we would
expect the same values for the energy constant whether
applying BP19 model or TA for this range of ✏. The pa-
rameter ⇤ begins to change appreciably when ✏ & 0.5.
This value of ✏ & 0.5 might be obtained near the sun re-
gion when dealing with time signals near the sun region
where PSP is going to explore. The broadening seems to
not change dramatically when ✏ . 0.1, however, when
✏ > 0.1 the curves of x0 and x1 begin to change. We
conclude that for ✏ . 0.1 both TA and BP19 lead to the
same energy constant and broadening, for 0.1 . ✏ . 0.5
the TA properly captures the energy constant but not
the broadening, while for any value of ✏ > 0.5 the TA
can no longer be justified.

4. CONCLUSION

In this analysis we applied the methodology proposed
recently by Bourouaine and Perez (2019) (BP19) to re-

x =
!

k?V?
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power spectrum E(k?) from BP19 model. The mean velocity
V i,0 ' 630 km/s and Alfvén velocity vA = 80 km/s.

With this prescription one then obtains the broadening
in k? for each frequency as ki,min = !/(xi,1Vi,?) and
ki,max = !/(xi,0Vi,?) that corresponds to each power
spectrum Pi,sc(!, ✓i). Using ⌘ = 0.90 for this analysis
leads to the values of xi,0 and xi,1 summarized in Ta-
ble 1. For all considered ✓i, the broadening seems to be
the same for the empirical values of ✏i  0.1.
In the upper right panel of figure 4 we illustrate1 the

broadening in k? that contributes to the power spec-
trum Psc(!0, ✓i) for frequency !0 = 2⇡f0, where f0 =
4.5⇥ 10�3 Hz. It is worth mentioning that the method-
ology proposed in BP19 can be used to reconstruct the
reduced energy spectrum as long as tan ✓b & �u0/vA,
i.e., tan ✓b & 20� for the data set considered in this work.

3.2. Derivation of E(k?) using the Taylor

approximation (TA)

As suggested in BP19 sweeping model, the Taylor ap-
proximation can be recovered in the limit when ✏ �! 0.
It is straightforward to show from Eq. (8)
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where �(x) is the Gamma function. Thus the re-
lationship that connects the reduced power spectrum
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spectrum Psc(!, ✓i) given in Eq. (5) will become
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The values of ⇤TA and the corresponding energy con-
stants Ci,TA for the spectral indices ↵ = 3/2 and 5/3 are
listed in Table 1. The results from this analysis show
that for Ci ' Ci,TA in SI units (and ⇤i ' ⇤TA) for both
↵ value, suggesting that the TA is still a good approx-
imation for empirical values of ✏i . 0.1. Furthermore,
the function f✏!0(↵ = 3/2, x) that is used to compute
ḡ✏!0(x) in Eq. (13) in TA are plotted in the lower left
panel of figure 4. Even when ✏ ⌧ 1 (TA) there is still
some broadening that is caused by the integration over
angle �. The estimation of the broadening in x for the
TA case provide the same values of xi,0 and xi,1 as found
using BP19 methodology.
The analysis we present suggests that the BP19 model

and TA provide a similar prediction for the energy con-
stant. However, the TA obtained from BP19 in the limit
of ✏ ! 0 takes into account the broadening in k? for a
corresponding angular frequency !, which arises from
the angular integration of the wavevector in the field-
perpendicular plane. To the best of our knowledge, the
e↵ect of this broadening within TA approximation has
not been taken into account in solar wind observations.
As our results show, for observations with ✏ . 0.1, both
the energy constant and broadening are the same as with
the TA. For larger values of ✏, this is not necessarily the
case. For instance, in the lower right panel of Figure
4 we estimate the parameter ⇤ and the corresponding
values of x0 and x1 assuming ↵ = 3/2 and varying ✏
from 10�3 to 4. Interestingly, the parameter ⇤ remains
roughly constant for ✏ . 0.5, which means that we would
expect the same values for the energy constant whether
applying BP19 model or TA for this range of ✏. The pa-
rameter ⇤ begins to change appreciably when ✏ & 0.5.
This value of ✏ & 0.5 might be obtained near the sun re-
gion when dealing with time signals near the sun region
where PSP is going to explore. The broadening seems to
not change dramatically when ✏ . 0.1, however, when
✏ > 0.1 the curves of x0 and x1 begin to change. We
conclude that for ✏ . 0.1 both TA and BP19 lead to the
same energy constant and broadening, for 0.1 . ✏ . 0.5
the TA properly captures the energy constant but not
the broadening, while for any value of ✏ > 0.5 the TA
can no longer be justified.

4. CONCLUSION

In this analysis we applied the methodology proposed
recently by Bourouaine and Perez (2019) (BP19) to re-

4 Bourouaine & Perez

We estimate a reduced energy spectrum E(k?) asso-
ciated with each measured spacecraft-frame Psc(!, ✓i).
According to the BP19 model, for the strong turbulence
case, the spectral index of the reduced power spectrum
E(k?) in the inertial range will be the same as the spec-
tral index of their corresponding frequency spectrum
Psc(!, ✓i), therefore E(k?) = Cik

�↵
? where Ci is ex-

pected to be the same constant for each sampling an-
gle ✓i if the turbulence is strong and highly anisotropic.
From the BP19 model we have the following relation-
ship.

Psc(!, ✓i) = ⇤i
Ci

Vi,?

✓
!

Vi,?

◆�↵

(5)

where

⇤i=

Z 1

0
f✏i(↵, x)dx, (6)

f✏i(↵, x)=x↵�1ḡ✏i(x) (7)

and ḡ✏(x) is a function of the dimensionless parameter
x = !/k?Vi,? that is connected to the probability dis-
tribution of function g(y) (assumed to be a Gaussian
distribution) as follows

ḡ✏i(x) =
2

⇡

Z ⇡

0

1

✏i
g

✓
x+ cos�

✏i

◆
d�. (8)

where

g(y) =
1p
2⇡

e�
1
2y

2

(9)

and the parameter ✏i = �ui,0/(
p
2Vi,?), with Vi,? =

V0 sin ✓i is the field-perpendicular velocity of the space-
craft as seen in the plasma frame (where V0 ' 630
km/s). All the empirical values of the above parame-
ters are given in table 1. The angle � in Eq. (8) is the
direction of the wavevector k? in the field-perpendicular
plane. By replacing the power law-fits Psc(!, ✓i) =
Di!�↵ in Eq. (5), we get

Ci =
Di

⇤i
V �↵i+1
i,? (10)

Equation (10) can now be used to find the values of
Ci, summarized table 1, that correspond to the reduced
power spectra E(k?) in the inertial range. Interestingly,
the values of Ci are all around 6 ⇥ 105 (6 ⇥ 104) in SI
units for ↵ = 3/2 (↵ = 5/3), and there is no dependency
on the sampling angle ✓i. This is a strong signature
that the turbulence is strong and anisotropic as found
in many previous works (Horbury et al. 2008; Podesta
2009; Chen et al. 2011).
The upper left of Figure 4 displays the function

f✏i(↵, x) for the empirical parameters ✏i. The values
of ⇤i were obtained through Eq. (6) and summarized in
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Figure 4. Upper left panel: The functions f✏i(↵i, x) plot-
ted as a function of the dimensionless variable x for the cor-
responding values pf ✏i and ↵i. Upper right panel: Part
of the inertial-range power-law fits / Di(2⇡f)

�↵i (colored
solid lines) that correspond to Pi,sc. The dashed colored
lines are the corresponding reduced power spectra / Cif

�↵i

(where f = k?Vi,?/(2⇡)). The di↵erent power-law curves
have been o↵set vertically for easier viewing. The broaden-
ing that corresponding to frequency f0 = 4.5 ⇥ 10�3 Hz is
shown using gray areas for the corresponding k?V?/(2⇡) in-
tervals (broadening). Lower left panel: Curves represent the
function f✏!0(↵i, x) plotted for di↵erent values of ↵i. Lower
right panel: Curves of ⇤ (solid line), x0 (dot line) and x1

(dash line) plotted versus ✏ all estimated for ↵ = 3/2.

Table 1. The curves of f✏i(↵, x) are seen to be broad in
x = !/k?Vi,?. According to BP19, TA can be recov-
ered when ✏ ⌧ 1 as we will see in the next subsection.
Generally speaking, the accuracy of the TA worsens
when the broadening of f✏i(↵, x) becomes significant as
described in BP19. The broadening in x will basically
lead to broadening in the field-perpendicular wavenum-
ber k?. This means that the energy Psc(!, ✓i) at a small
frequency bin around ! corresponds to the energy in the
wavenumber range �ki,? = [ki,min, ki,max] according to
the energy power E(k?). This broadening can be de-
termined from the broadening �xi = [xi,0, xi,1] of the
function f✏i(↵, x). The values of xi,0 and xi,1 can be ob-
tained from the following two conditions, 1) the integral

Z xi,1

xi,0

f✏i(↵, x)dx = ⌘⇤i (11)

captures a desired fraction (e.g., ⌘ ' 0.9) of the ⇤i pa-
rameter, and 2)

Z 0

xi,0

f✏i(↵, x)dx =

Z 1

xi,1

f✏i(↵, x)dx (12)

✏ = �u0/(
p
2V?)
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The model can recover the TH approximation if we assume 

Reconstruction of                 within TH approximation E±(k?)
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<latexit sha1_base64="tgf0qOKm021ZpDABtnzyJ/SvCsA=">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</latexit>

If we write:                                 then we determine the energy constant of                as P±
sc(!) = D±!�↵

<latexit sha1_base64="Cy9lKCiLk0BKwZGYUJ5N7Na+CGk=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSJUwZJUQTdCQRcuK9gHNGm4mU7boTNJmJkIJeQf3Pgrblwo4taNO//G6WOhrQcunDnnXubeE8SMSmXb30ZuaXlldS2/XtjY3NreMXf3GjJKBCZ1HLFItAKQhNGQ1BVVjLRiQYAHjDSD4fXYbz4QIWkU3qtRTDwO/ZD2KAalJd88qXXcmPupxFnJjTjpw/HVTSfVWjZ9dtJTF1g8gMw3i3bZnsBaJM6MFNEMNd/8crsRTjgJFWYgZduxY+WlIBTFjGQFN5EkBjyEPmlrGgIn0ksnN2XWkVa6Vi8SukJlTdTfEylwKUc80J0c1EDOe2PxP6+dqN6ll9IwThQJ8fSjXsIsFVnjgKwuFQQrNtIEsKB6VwsPQABWOsaCDsGZP3mRNCpl56xcuTsvVu1ZHHl0gA5RCTnoAlXRLaqhOsLoET2jV/RmPBkvxrvxMW3NGbOZffQHxucPVdKeZQ==</latexit>

E±(k?)
<latexit sha1_base64="vOwu1TN5pyoJIs76rLSJHIEUlM8=">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</latexit>

Result summary:

C± =
D±

⇤
V �↵+1
?

<latexit sha1_base64="fqVaprMo90vPrXbef5LSb/1TKtQ=">AAACF3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSIIYkmqoBuhUBcuXFSwD2jScDOdtEMnyTAzEUrIX7jxV9y4UMSt7vwbp4+Fth4YOJxzD3fu8TmjUlnWt5FbWl5ZXcuvFzY2t7Z3irt7TRknApMGjlks2j5IwmhEGooqRtpcEAh9Rlr+sDb2Ww9ESBpH92rEiRtCP6IBxaC05BXLta7DwysnEIDT6zHPUudW53uQNbvpqQOMD+DEzjyHE8G9YskqWxOYi8SekRKaoe4Vv5xejJOQRAozkLJjW1y5KQhFMSNZwUkk4YCH0CcdTSMIiXTTyV2ZeaSVnhnEQr9ImRP1dyKFUMpR6OvJENRAzntj8T+vk6jg0k1pxBNFIjxdFCTMVLE5LsnsUUGwYiNNAAuq/2riAeiKlK6yoEuw509eJM1K2T4rV+7OS1VrVkceHaBDdIxsdIGq6AbVUQNh9Iie0St6M56MF+Pd+JiO5oxZZh/9gfH5Azu8n+k=</latexit>

for finite

for                (TH approximation) ✏ ! 0
<latexit sha1_base64="tgf0qOKm021ZpDABtnzyJ/SvCsA=">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</latexit>

✏ = �u0/(
p
2V?)

<latexit sha1_base64="1wBARY7c0gtzprUNQmDKsFZMDsg=">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</latexit>

C±
TA =

D±

⇤TA
V �↵+1
?

<latexit sha1_base64="x9BUIS86w4umTj+UoATaV+YA73c=">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</latexit>

P±
sc (!) =

C±
TA

V?

✓
!

V?

◆↵

⇤TA
<latexit sha1_base64="XLzB52sKUIUVUVx3FdjhzM6elag=">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</latexit>

⇤TA =

Z 1

0
f✏(↵, x)dx

<latexit sha1_base64="TO0aApldWIh0CoXk1+ajytU5EFI=">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</latexit>

✏ ! 0
<latexit sha1_base64="tgf0qOKm021ZpDABtnzyJ/SvCsA=">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</latexit>

✏  0.5
<latexit sha1_base64="8sGQnD+N6/N6uTcSPm8kb0alqGE=">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</latexit>

Or (                )

Or (                )✏  0.5
<latexit sha1_base64="8sGQnD+N6/N6uTcSPm8kb0alqGE=">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</latexit>



Example: Reconstruction of               using Helios data near 0.6 au 
(Bourouaine & Perez 2020 ApJL)

E±(k?)
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Time period of the signal is from date 15/03/1976 
(00:00:30.00) to 18/03/1976 (22:58:12.00) near 0.6 au. 

2 Bourouaine & Perez

the fluid velocity field in the spacecraft frame through
the correlations functions. In section 3, we reproduce
the reduced field-perpendicular power spectrum and the
broadening in the field-perpendicular wavenumber k?,
using the model proposed in BP19 , and then using the
TA. Finally, we summarize and discuss the obtained re-
sults in section 4.

2. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

In our analysis we use combined plasma-field data
provided by Helios 2 with a time resolution of about
40.5 s. We focus on the analysis of the plasma and
magnetic field signals measured within the time period
15/03/1976 (00:00:30.00) to 18/03/1976 (22:58:12.00).
During this time period the spacecraft is passing mostly
through fast solar wind as we can see in Figure 1.
In this analysis we aim to reproduce the reduced en-

ergy spectrum E(k?) = 2⇡
R
h0(kk, k?)dkk in the in-

ertial range. Here h0(kk, k?) is the plasma-frame 3D
power spectra corresponding to the anti-sunward prop-
agating Elsasser field �z� = �v� �b/

p
4⇡⇢, where �v is

the fluctuating fluid velocity vector, �b is the fluctuating
magnetic field vector and ⇢ is the proton mass density.
In our analysis the fluctuating fields at each time tj are
defined with respect to the local mean values of mag-
netic and velocity vectors over a period T around time
tj , i.e.,

B0(tj) =

tj+T
2X

tj�T
2

b(tj) & V0(tj) =

tj+T
2X

tj�T
2

v(tj) (1)

where the period T ' 9 min is chosen to be close to
largest scale within the inertial range (Figure 3). The
magnitudes of the local mean velocity and local mag-
netic field are shown in red color lines in Figure 1.
The corresponding angle ✓b(t) between the two vectors,
V0(t) and B0(t) is plotted as a function of time t in the
bottom panel of Figure 1.
In the following analysis we estimate the power spec-

trum Psc(!, ✓i) (for z�) that corresponds to a sam-
pling angle ✓b ' ✓i, where ✓i are the angle bins of
width �✓ = 10� centered at the following angle values
✓0 = 20�, ✓1 = 30�, ✓2 = 40�, ✓3 = 50� and ✓4 = 60�.
To empirically estimate the statistical power spectrum

Psc(!, ✓i) for each ✓i we follow a method that is based
on conditioned correlations functions defined as

Cv(⌧, ✓i)= h(v(t)� v) · (v(t+ ⌧)� v)i✓i,V0,R
, (2)

Cz(⌧, ✓i)=
⌦�
z�(t)� z�

�
·
�
z�(t+ ⌧)� z�

�↵
✓i,V0,R

(3)

where h· · · i✓i,V0,R
denotes the ensemble average, which

can be computed over many realizations (or average over
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Figure 1. Time period of the signal is from date 15/03/1976
(00:00:30.00) to 18/03/1976 (22:58:12.00) near 0.6 au. Upper
panel: Time signal for number density. Upper middle panel:
solar wind speed V (black line) and magnitude of the local
mean velocity V0 (red line). Lower middle panel: magnetic
field magnitude B (black line) and local mean field B0 (red
line). Lower panel: sampling angle ✓b between vectors V0

and B0. All signals are plotted as functions of time t.

time t) conditioned by the angle bin ✓i, mean velocity
V0 and the transverse ratio R = (�z�k /�z�?)2. Here, the
perpendicular and the parallel components of the fluc-
tuations �z� are defined with respect to the local mean
magnetic field B0. As we are interested in fast solar
wind and transverse fluctuations, we calculate correla-
tion functions by considering only the statistics of those
two times t and t+ ⌧ in Equations (2) and (3) for which
the corresponding values of mean velocity V0 � 600
km/s and the ratio R < 0.2. v and z� were obtained
through averaging over all considered points in the cal-
culation of the correlation functions.
Note that the correlation functions in Eqs. (2) and (3)

are calculated using global mean vectors v and z� in-
stead of local mean vectors V0 and B0, respectively.
This is done in order to capture the frequency power
spectrum of the outer scale (i.e., scales that are larger
than period T ), which then allows us to properly esti-
mate the root mean squared (r.m.s.) speed of the energy-

0.6 au
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Figure 2. Normalized correlation functions �v(⌧, ✓i) =
Cv(⌧, ✓i)/Cv(0, ✓i) (top) and �z(⌧, ✓i) = Cz(⌧, ✓i)/Cz(0, ✓i)
(middle) for di↵erent ✓i. The bottom panel shows the num-
ber of points used in the statistical ensemble average of the
correlation functions for given time lag ⌧ . All plotted for
di↵erent binned values of ✓i.

containing eddies required for the reproduction of the re-
duced energy spectrum E(k?) according to BP19 model.
The spacecraft-frame power spectra Psc(!, ✓i) and

P v
sc(!, ✓i) that correspond to the Elssaser field z� and

the fluid velocity v, respectively, are then obtained as
the Fourier transform of their corresponding correlation
functions in Equations (2) and (3).
It is worth mentioning that there are two main advan-

tages of calculating the power spectra through the cor-
relation functions, 1) we can be selective and avoid any
unwanted points, including gaps of bad measurements
in the calculation of the correlation functions, and 2)
we can check the statistics that correspond to the esti-
mation of the correlation functions for each time-lag ⌧
including the statistics of the outer scale for large ⌧ .
Figure 2 shows the curves of the normalized cor-

relation functions �v(⌧, ✓i) = Cv(⌧, ✓i)/Cv(0, ✓i) and
�z(⌧, ✓i) = Cz(⌧, ✓i)/Cz(0, ✓i) as a function of time lag
⌧ . For all ✓i the normalized correlations �v and �z drop
sharply for ⌧ . 12 min, and they practically vanish when
⌧ & 30 min. As it is shown in the bottom panel of Fig-
ure 2, all the correlations, except those corresponding to
✓4 = 60�, were measured with reasonably good statis-
tics, with a minimum number of points higher than 100.
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Figure 3. Spacecraft-frame power spectra P v
sc(!, ✓i) (left

panel) and Psc(!, ✓i) (right panel). All power spectra were
plotted as a function the frequency f = !/(2⇡) measured in
the spacecraft frame. All spectra were fitted to power-law
functions within the frequency range [2.510�3, 6 ⇥ 10�3] Hz
(inertial range). The di↵erent curves have been o↵set ver-
tically for easier viewing. We also excluded the part of the
power spectra that are a↵ected by noise for f > 6⇥10�3 Hz.

Therefore, we do not consider the analysis for ✓4 = 60�

due to a lack of reliable statistics.
Figure 3 displays power spectra P v

sc(!, ✓i) and
Psc(!, ✓i) computed through the Fourier transform of
the corresponding correlation functions (Figure 2) for
each angle bin ✓i. The four spectra in this figure have
been re-scaled to allow for better comparisons. We ex-
cluded the part of the power spectra (for f & 6⇥ 10�3)
that is a↵ected by the noise due to the time resolution
of the plasma experiment. Also, we did plot the very
low frequency part only for the power spectra P v

sc(!, ✓i)
as we will use it to estimate the r.m.s. of the outer-scale
fluid velocity.
The power spectrum P v

sc(!, ✓i) seems to steepen for
frequencies above ⇠ 2.5 ⇥ 10�3 Hz showing a spectral
index of about 1.4. The outer scale of the velocity field
(frequency below f0 ⇠ 2.5⇥10�3 Hz) follows a power law
that is comparable to or steeper than f�1. We estimate
the value of the outer-scale r.m.s. bulk speed, �ui,0, for
each power spectrum P v

sc(!, ✓i) as

�ui,0 = 4⇡

Z f0

0
P v
sc(2⇡f, ✓i)df. (4)

The right panel of Figure 3 displays the power spectrum
Psc(!, ✓i) within frequency range between 10�3 Hz and
10�2 Hz. The power spectra are fitted to power-laws
in the inertial range (within the frequency range f 2
[2.5⇥10�3, 6⇥10�3] Hz), of the form Psc(!, ✓i) = Di!�↵

for both ↵ = 3/2 and ↵ = 5/3. The values obtained for
the energy constant Di for each value of ↵ are listed in
Table 1.

3. THE REDUCED SPATIAL POWER SPECTRUM

3.1. Derivation of E(k?) using BP19 model
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Figure 2. Normalized correlation functions �v(⌧, ✓i) =
Cv(⌧, ✓i)/Cv(0, ✓i) (top) and �z(⌧, ✓i) = Cz(⌧, ✓i)/Cz(0, ✓i)
(middle) for di↵erent ✓i. The bottom panel shows the num-
ber of points used in the statistical ensemble average of the
correlation functions for given time lag ⌧ . All plotted for
di↵erent binned values of ✓i.

containing eddies required for the reproduction of the re-
duced energy spectrum E(k?) according to BP19 model.
The spacecraft-frame power spectra Psc(!, ✓i) and

P v
sc(!, ✓i) that correspond to the Elssaser field z� and

the fluid velocity v, respectively, are then obtained as
the Fourier transform of their corresponding correlation
functions in Equations (2) and (3).
It is worth mentioning that there are two main advan-

tages of calculating the power spectra through the cor-
relation functions, 1) we can be selective and avoid any
unwanted points, including gaps of bad measurements
in the calculation of the correlation functions, and 2)
we can check the statistics that correspond to the esti-
mation of the correlation functions for each time-lag ⌧
including the statistics of the outer scale for large ⌧ .
Figure 2 shows the curves of the normalized cor-

relation functions �v(⌧, ✓i) = Cv(⌧, ✓i)/Cv(0, ✓i) and
�z(⌧, ✓i) = Cz(⌧, ✓i)/Cz(0, ✓i) as a function of time lag
⌧ . For all ✓i the normalized correlations �v and �z drop
sharply for ⌧ . 12 min, and they practically vanish when
⌧ & 30 min. As it is shown in the bottom panel of Fig-
ure 2, all the correlations, except those corresponding to
✓4 = 60�, were measured with reasonably good statis-
tics, with a minimum number of points higher than 100.
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Figure 3. Spacecraft-frame power spectra P v
sc(!, ✓i) (left

panel) and Psc(!, ✓i) (right panel). All power spectra were
plotted as a function the frequency f = !/(2⇡) measured in
the spacecraft frame. All spectra were fitted to power-law
functions within the frequency range [2.510�3, 6 ⇥ 10�3] Hz
(inertial range). The di↵erent curves have been o↵set ver-
tically for easier viewing. We also excluded the part of the
power spectra that are a↵ected by noise for f > 6⇥10�3 Hz.

Therefore, we do not consider the analysis for ✓4 = 60�

due to a lack of reliable statistics.
Figure 3 displays power spectra P v

sc(!, ✓i) and
Psc(!, ✓i) computed through the Fourier transform of
the corresponding correlation functions (Figure 2) for
each angle bin ✓i. The four spectra in this figure have
been re-scaled to allow for better comparisons. We ex-
cluded the part of the power spectra (for f & 6⇥ 10�3)
that is a↵ected by the noise due to the time resolution
of the plasma experiment. Also, we did plot the very
low frequency part only for the power spectra P v

sc(!, ✓i)
as we will use it to estimate the r.m.s. of the outer-scale
fluid velocity.
The power spectrum P v

sc(!, ✓i) seems to steepen for
frequencies above ⇠ 2.5 ⇥ 10�3 Hz showing a spectral
index of about 1.4. The outer scale of the velocity field
(frequency below f0 ⇠ 2.5⇥10�3 Hz) follows a power law
that is comparable to or steeper than f�1. We estimate
the value of the outer-scale r.m.s. bulk speed, �ui,0, for
each power spectrum P v

sc(!, ✓i) as

�ui,0 = 4⇡

Z f0

0
P v
sc(2⇡f, ✓i)df. (4)

The right panel of Figure 3 displays the power spectrum
Psc(!, ✓i) within frequency range between 10�3 Hz and
10�2 Hz. The power spectra are fitted to power-laws
in the inertial range (within the frequency range f 2
[2.5⇥10�3, 6⇥10�3] Hz), of the form Psc(!, ✓i) = Di!�↵

for both ↵ = 3/2 and ↵ = 5/3. The values obtained for
the energy constant Di for each value of ↵ are listed in
Table 1.
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3.1. Derivation of E(k?) using BP19 model
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Figure 2. Normalized correlation functions �v(⌧, ✓i) =
Cv(⌧, ✓i)/Cv(0, ✓i) (top) and �z(⌧, ✓i) = Cz(⌧, ✓i)/Cz(0, ✓i)
(middle) for di↵erent ✓i. The bottom panel shows the num-
ber of points used in the statistical ensemble average of the
correlation functions for given time lag ⌧ . All plotted for
di↵erent binned values of ✓i.

containing eddies required for the reproduction of the re-
duced energy spectrum E(k?) according to BP19 model.
The spacecraft-frame power spectra Psc(!, ✓i) and

P v
sc(!, ✓i) that correspond to the Elssaser field z� and

the fluid velocity v, respectively, are then obtained as
the Fourier transform of their corresponding correlation
functions in Equations (2) and (3).
It is worth mentioning that there are two main advan-

tages of calculating the power spectra through the cor-
relation functions, 1) we can be selective and avoid any
unwanted points, including gaps of bad measurements
in the calculation of the correlation functions, and 2)
we can check the statistics that correspond to the esti-
mation of the correlation functions for each time-lag ⌧
including the statistics of the outer scale for large ⌧ .
Figure 2 shows the curves of the normalized cor-

relation functions �v(⌧, ✓i) = Cv(⌧, ✓i)/Cv(0, ✓i) and
�z(⌧, ✓i) = Cz(⌧, ✓i)/Cz(0, ✓i) as a function of time lag
⌧ . For all ✓i the normalized correlations �v and �z drop
sharply for ⌧ . 12 min, and they practically vanish when
⌧ & 30 min. As it is shown in the bottom panel of Fig-
ure 2, all the correlations, except those corresponding to
✓4 = 60�, were measured with reasonably good statis-
tics, with a minimum number of points higher than 100.
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Figure 3. Spacecraft-frame power spectra P v
sc(!, ✓i) (left

panel) and Psc(!, ✓i) (right panel). All power spectra were
plotted as a function the frequency f = !/(2⇡) measured in
the spacecraft frame. All spectra were fitted to power-law
functions within the frequency range [2.510�3, 6 ⇥ 10�3] Hz
(inertial range). The di↵erent curves have been o↵set ver-
tically for easier viewing. We also excluded the part of the
power spectra that are a↵ected by noise for f > 6⇥10�3 Hz.

Therefore, we do not consider the analysis for ✓4 = 60�

due to a lack of reliable statistics.
Figure 3 displays power spectra P v

sc(!, ✓i) and
Psc(!, ✓i) computed through the Fourier transform of
the corresponding correlation functions (Figure 2) for
each angle bin ✓i. The four spectra in this figure have
been re-scaled to allow for better comparisons. We ex-
cluded the part of the power spectra (for f & 6⇥ 10�3)
that is a↵ected by the noise due to the time resolution
of the plasma experiment. Also, we did plot the very
low frequency part only for the power spectra P v

sc(!, ✓i)
as we will use it to estimate the r.m.s. of the outer-scale
fluid velocity.
The power spectrum P v

sc(!, ✓i) seems to steepen for
frequencies above ⇠ 2.5 ⇥ 10�3 Hz showing a spectral
index of about 1.4. The outer scale of the velocity field
(frequency below f0 ⇠ 2.5⇥10�3 Hz) follows a power law
that is comparable to or steeper than f�1. We estimate
the value of the outer-scale r.m.s. bulk speed, �ui,0, for
each power spectrum P v

sc(!, ✓i) as

�ui,0 = 4⇡

Z f0

0
P v
sc(2⇡f, ✓i)df. (4)

The right panel of Figure 3 displays the power spectrum
Psc(!, ✓i) within frequency range between 10�3 Hz and
10�2 Hz. The power spectra are fitted to power-laws
in the inertial range (within the frequency range f 2
[2.5⇥10�3, 6⇥10�3] Hz), of the form Psc(!, ✓i) = Di!�↵

for both ↵ = 3/2 and ↵ = 5/3. The values obtained for
the energy constant Di for each value of ↵ are listed in
Table 1.

3. THE REDUCED SPATIAL POWER SPECTRUM

3.1. Derivation of E(k?) using BP19 model

The empirical spacecraft-frame power spectra                 and    Psc(!, ✓b)
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Interpreting solar wind turbulent spectra beyond TH 5

i 0 1 2 3

✓i ' 20� 30� 40� 50�

Vi,? (km/s) 219 319 404 482

Di ⇥ 10�8 (SI) (↵ = 5/3) 1.5 2.2 2.3 2.7

Di ⇥ 10�8 (SI) (↵ = 3/2) 2.6 3.3 3.8 4.6

�ui,0 (km/s) 32 38 41 43

✏i 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.06

⇤i (↵ = 5/3) 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71

⇤TA (↵ = 5/3) 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71

Ci ⇥ 10�4 (SI) (↵ = 5/3) 6.0 5.8 5.7 6.0

Ci ⇥ 10�5 (SI) (↵ = 3/2) 6.0 6.0 6.2 6.7

Ci,TA ⇥ 10�4 (SI) (↵ = 5/3) 6.0 5.8 5.7 6.0

Ci,TA ⇥ 10�5 (SI) (↵ = 3/2) 6.0 6.0 6.2 6.7

xi,0 (↵ = 5/3, 3/2) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

xi,1 (↵ = 5/3, 3/2) 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0

Table 1. Relevant measured parameters used to reconstruct
power spectrum E(k?) from BP19 model. The mean velocity
V i,0 ' 630 km/s and Alfvén velocity vA = 80 km/s.

With this prescription one then obtains the broadening
in k? for each frequency as ki,min = !/(xi,1Vi,?) and
ki,max = !/(xi,0Vi,?) that corresponds to each power
spectrum Pi,sc(!, ✓i). Using ⌘ = 0.90 for this analysis
leads to the values of xi,0 and xi,1 summarized in Ta-
ble 1. For all considered ✓i, the broadening seems to be
the same for the empirical values of ✏i  0.1.
In the upper right panel of figure 4 we illustrate1 the

broadening in k? that contributes to the power spec-
trum Psc(!0, ✓i) for frequency !0 = 2⇡f0, where f0 =
4.5⇥ 10�3 Hz. It is worth mentioning that the method-
ology proposed in BP19 can be used to reconstruct the
reduced energy spectrum as long as tan ✓b & �u0/vA,
i.e., tan ✓b & 20� for the data set considered in this work.

3.2. Derivation of E(k?) using the Taylor

approximation (TA)

As suggested in BP19 sweeping model, the Taylor ap-
proximation can be recovered in the limit when ✏ �! 0.
It is straightforward to show from Eq. (8)

lim
✏!0

ḡ✏(x) =

(
2

⇡
p
1�x2 0 < x < 1

0 otherwise
(13)

from where it follows that using equations (6) and (7)

⇤TA =
2

⇡

Z 1

0

x↵�1

p
1� x2

dx =
�
�
↵
2

�
p
⇡�

�
↵+1
2

� (14)

where �(x) is the Gamma function. Thus the re-
lationship that connects the reduced power spectrum

1 In the figure we re-scaled E(k?) by various factors for clarity

E(k?) ' Ci,TAk
�↵i
? and the spacecraft-frame power

spectrum Psc(!, ✓i) given in Eq. (5) will become

Psc(!) = ⇤TA
Ci,TA

Vi,?

✓
!

Vi,?

◆�↵

(15)

The values of ⇤TA and the corresponding energy con-
stants Ci,TA for the spectral indices ↵ = 3/2 and 5/3 are
listed in Table 1. The results from this analysis show
that for Ci ' Ci,TA in SI units (and ⇤i ' ⇤TA) for both
↵ value, suggesting that the TA is still a good approx-
imation for empirical values of ✏i . 0.1. Furthermore,
the function f✏!0(↵ = 3/2, x) that is used to compute
ḡ✏!0(x) in Eq. (13) in TA are plotted in the lower left
panel of figure 4. Even when ✏ ⌧ 1 (TA) there is still
some broadening that is caused by the integration over
angle �. The estimation of the broadening in x for the
TA case provide the same values of xi,0 and xi,1 as found
using BP19 methodology.
The analysis we present suggests that the BP19 model

and TA provide a similar prediction for the energy con-
stant. However, the TA obtained from BP19 in the limit
of ✏ ! 0 takes into account the broadening in k? for a
corresponding angular frequency !, which arises from
the angular integration of the wavevector in the field-
perpendicular plane. To the best of our knowledge, the
e↵ect of this broadening within TA approximation has
not been taken into account in solar wind observations.
As our results show, for observations with ✏ . 0.1, both
the energy constant and broadening are the same as with
the TA. For larger values of ✏, this is not necessarily the
case. For instance, in the lower right panel of Figure
4 we estimate the parameter ⇤ and the corresponding
values of x0 and x1 assuming ↵ = 3/2 and varying ✏
from 10�3 to 4. Interestingly, the parameter ⇤ remains
roughly constant for ✏ . 0.5, which means that we would
expect the same values for the energy constant whether
applying BP19 model or TA for this range of ✏. The pa-
rameter ⇤ begins to change appreciably when ✏ & 0.5.
This value of ✏ & 0.5 might be obtained near the sun re-
gion when dealing with time signals near the sun region
where PSP is going to explore. The broadening seems to
not change dramatically when ✏ . 0.1, however, when
✏ > 0.1 the curves of x0 and x1 begin to change. We
conclude that for ✏ . 0.1 both TA and BP19 lead to the
same energy constant and broadening, for 0.1 . ✏ . 0.5
the TA properly captures the energy constant but not
the broadening, while for any value of ✏ > 0.5 the TA
can no longer be justified.

4. CONCLUSION

In this analysis we applied the methodology proposed
recently by Bourouaine and Perez (2019) (BP19) to re-

4 Bourouaine & Perez

We estimate a reduced energy spectrum E(k?) asso-
ciated with each measured spacecraft-frame Psc(!, ✓i).
According to the BP19 model, for the strong turbulence
case, the spectral index of the reduced power spectrum
E(k?) in the inertial range will be the same as the spec-
tral index of their corresponding frequency spectrum
Psc(!, ✓i), therefore E(k?) = Cik

�↵
? where Ci is ex-

pected to be the same constant for each sampling an-
gle ✓i if the turbulence is strong and highly anisotropic.
From the BP19 model we have the following relation-
ship.

Psc(!, ✓i) = ⇤i
Ci

Vi,?

✓
!

Vi,?

◆�↵

(5)

where

⇤i=

Z 1

0
f✏i(↵, x)dx, (6)

f✏i(↵, x)=x↵�1ḡ✏i(x) (7)

and ḡ✏(x) is a function of the dimensionless parameter
x = !/k?Vi,? that is connected to the probability dis-
tribution of function g(y) (assumed to be a Gaussian
distribution) as follows

ḡ✏i(x) =
2

⇡

Z ⇡

0

1

✏i
g

✓
x+ cos�

✏i

◆
d�. (8)

where

g(y) =
1p
2⇡

e�
1
2y

2

(9)

and the parameter ✏i = �ui,0/(
p
2Vi,?), with Vi,? =

V0 sin ✓i is the field-perpendicular velocity of the space-
craft as seen in the plasma frame (where V0 ' 630
km/s). All the empirical values of the above parame-
ters are given in table 1. The angle � in Eq. (8) is the
direction of the wavevector k? in the field-perpendicular
plane. By replacing the power law-fits Psc(!, ✓i) =
Di!�↵ in Eq. (5), we get

Ci =
Di

⇤i
V �↵i+1
i,? (10)

Equation (10) can now be used to find the values of
Ci, summarized table 1, that correspond to the reduced
power spectra E(k?) in the inertial range. Interestingly,
the values of Ci are all around 6 ⇥ 105 (6 ⇥ 104) in SI
units for ↵ = 3/2 (↵ = 5/3), and there is no dependency
on the sampling angle ✓i. This is a strong signature
that the turbulence is strong and anisotropic as found
in many previous works (Horbury et al. 2008; Podesta
2009; Chen et al. 2011).
The upper left of Figure 4 displays the function

f✏i(↵, x) for the empirical parameters ✏i. The values
of ⇤i were obtained through Eq. (6) and summarized in
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Figure 4. Upper left panel: The functions f✏i(↵i, x) plot-
ted as a function of the dimensionless variable x for the cor-
responding values pf ✏i and ↵i. Upper right panel: Part
of the inertial-range power-law fits / Di(2⇡f)

�↵i (colored
solid lines) that correspond to Pi,sc. The dashed colored
lines are the corresponding reduced power spectra / Cif

�↵i

(where f = k?Vi,?/(2⇡)). The di↵erent power-law curves
have been o↵set vertically for easier viewing. The broaden-
ing that corresponding to frequency f0 = 4.5 ⇥ 10�3 Hz is
shown using gray areas for the corresponding k?V?/(2⇡) in-
tervals (broadening). Lower left panel: Curves represent the
function f✏!0(↵i, x) plotted for di↵erent values of ↵i. Lower
right panel: Curves of ⇤ (solid line), x0 (dot line) and x1

(dash line) plotted versus ✏ all estimated for ↵ = 3/2.

Table 1. The curves of f✏i(↵, x) are seen to be broad in
x = !/k?Vi,?. According to BP19, TA can be recov-
ered when ✏ ⌧ 1 as we will see in the next subsection.
Generally speaking, the accuracy of the TA worsens
when the broadening of f✏i(↵, x) becomes significant as
described in BP19. The broadening in x will basically
lead to broadening in the field-perpendicular wavenum-
ber k?. This means that the energy Psc(!, ✓i) at a small
frequency bin around ! corresponds to the energy in the
wavenumber range �ki,? = [ki,min, ki,max] according to
the energy power E(k?). This broadening can be de-
termined from the broadening �xi = [xi,0, xi,1] of the
function f✏i(↵, x). The values of xi,0 and xi,1 can be ob-
tained from the following two conditions, 1) the integral

Z xi,1

xi,0

f✏i(↵, x)dx = ⌘⇤i (11)

captures a desired fraction (e.g., ⌘ ' 0.9) of the ⇤i pa-
rameter, and 2)

Z 0

xi,0

f✏i(↵, x)dx =

Z 1

xi,1

f✏i(↵, x)dx (12)

⇤ =

Z 1

0
f✏(↵, x)dx
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Summarized Results:

Interpreting solar wind turbulent spectra beyond TH 5

i 0 1 2 3

✓i ' 20� 30� 40� 50�

Vi,? (km/s) 219 319 404 482

Di ⇥ 10�8 (SI) (↵ = 5/3) 1.5 2.2 2.3 2.7

Di ⇥ 10�8 (SI) (↵ = 3/2) 2.6 3.3 3.8 4.6

�ui,0 (km/s) 32 38 41 43

✏i 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.06

⇤i (↵ = 5/3) 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71

⇤TA (↵ = 5/3) 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71

Ci ⇥ 10�4 (SI) (↵ = 5/3) 6.0 5.8 5.7 6.0

Ci ⇥ 10�5 (SI) (↵ = 3/2) 6.0 6.0 6.2 6.7

Ci,TA ⇥ 10�4 (SI) (↵ = 5/3) 6.0 5.8 5.7 6.0

Ci,TA ⇥ 10�5 (SI) (↵ = 3/2) 6.0 6.0 6.2 6.7

xi,0 (↵ = 5/3, 3/2) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

xi,1 (↵ = 5/3, 3/2) 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0

Table 1. Relevant measured parameters used to reconstruct
power spectrum E(k?) from BP19 model. The mean velocity
V i,0 ' 630 km/s and Alfvén velocity vA = 80 km/s.

With this prescription one then obtains the broadening
in k? for each frequency as ki,min = !/(xi,1Vi,?) and
ki,max = !/(xi,0Vi,?) that corresponds to each power
spectrum Pi,sc(!, ✓i). Using ⌘ = 0.90 for this analysis
leads to the values of xi,0 and xi,1 summarized in Ta-
ble 1. For all considered ✓i, the broadening seems to be
the same for the empirical values of ✏i  0.1.
In the upper right panel of figure 4 we illustrate1 the

broadening in k? that contributes to the power spec-
trum Psc(!0, ✓i) for frequency !0 = 2⇡f0, where f0 =
4.5⇥ 10�3 Hz. It is worth mentioning that the method-
ology proposed in BP19 can be used to reconstruct the
reduced energy spectrum as long as tan ✓b & �u0/vA,
i.e., tan ✓b & 20� for the data set considered in this work.

3.2. Derivation of E(k?) using the Taylor

approximation (TA)

As suggested in BP19 sweeping model, the Taylor ap-
proximation can be recovered in the limit when ✏ �! 0.
It is straightforward to show from Eq. (8)

lim
✏!0

ḡ✏(x) =
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0 otherwise
(13)

from where it follows that using equations (6) and (7)
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where �(x) is the Gamma function. Thus the re-
lationship that connects the reduced power spectrum

1 In the figure we re-scaled E(k?) by various factors for clarity

E(k?) ' Ci,TAk
�↵i
? and the spacecraft-frame power

spectrum Psc(!, ✓i) given in Eq. (5) will become

Psc(!) = ⇤TA
Ci,TA

Vi,?

✓
!
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(15)

The values of ⇤TA and the corresponding energy con-
stants Ci,TA for the spectral indices ↵ = 3/2 and 5/3 are
listed in Table 1. The results from this analysis show
that for Ci ' Ci,TA in SI units (and ⇤i ' ⇤TA) for both
↵ value, suggesting that the TA is still a good approx-
imation for empirical values of ✏i . 0.1. Furthermore,
the function f✏!0(↵ = 3/2, x) that is used to compute
ḡ✏!0(x) in Eq. (13) in TA are plotted in the lower left
panel of figure 4. Even when ✏ ⌧ 1 (TA) there is still
some broadening that is caused by the integration over
angle �. The estimation of the broadening in x for the
TA case provide the same values of xi,0 and xi,1 as found
using BP19 methodology.
The analysis we present suggests that the BP19 model

and TA provide a similar prediction for the energy con-
stant. However, the TA obtained from BP19 in the limit
of ✏ ! 0 takes into account the broadening in k? for a
corresponding angular frequency !, which arises from
the angular integration of the wavevector in the field-
perpendicular plane. To the best of our knowledge, the
e↵ect of this broadening within TA approximation has
not been taken into account in solar wind observations.
As our results show, for observations with ✏ . 0.1, both
the energy constant and broadening are the same as with
the TA. For larger values of ✏, this is not necessarily the
case. For instance, in the lower right panel of Figure
4 we estimate the parameter ⇤ and the corresponding
values of x0 and x1 assuming ↵ = 3/2 and varying ✏
from 10�3 to 4. Interestingly, the parameter ⇤ remains
roughly constant for ✏ . 0.5, which means that we would
expect the same values for the energy constant whether
applying BP19 model or TA for this range of ✏. The pa-
rameter ⇤ begins to change appreciably when ✏ & 0.5.
This value of ✏ & 0.5 might be obtained near the sun re-
gion when dealing with time signals near the sun region
where PSP is going to explore. The broadening seems to
not change dramatically when ✏ . 0.1, however, when
✏ > 0.1 the curves of x0 and x1 begin to change. We
conclude that for ✏ . 0.1 both TA and BP19 lead to the
same energy constant and broadening, for 0.1 . ✏ . 0.5
the TA properly captures the energy constant but not
the broadening, while for any value of ✏ > 0.5 the TA
can no longer be justified.

4. CONCLUSION

In this analysis we applied the methodology proposed
recently by Bourouaine and Perez (2019) (BP19) to re-
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i 0 1 2 3

✓i ' 20� 30� 40� 50�

Vi,? (km/s) 219 319 404 482

Di ⇥ 10�8 (SI) (↵ = 5/3) 1.5 2.2 2.3 2.7

Di ⇥ 10�8 (SI) (↵ = 3/2) 2.6 3.3 3.8 4.6

�ui,0 (km/s) 32 38 41 43

✏i 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.06

⇤i (↵ = 5/3) 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71

⇤TA (↵ = 5/3) 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71

Ci ⇥ 10�4 (SI) (↵ = 5/3) 6.0 5.8 5.7 6.0

Ci ⇥ 10�5 (SI) (↵ = 3/2) 6.0 6.0 6.2 6.7

Ci,TA ⇥ 10�4 (SI) (↵ = 5/3) 6.0 5.8 5.7 6.0

Ci,TA ⇥ 10�5 (SI) (↵ = 3/2) 6.0 6.0 6.2 6.7

xi,0 (↵ = 5/3, 3/2) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

xi,1 (↵ = 5/3, 3/2) 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0

Table 1. Relevant measured parameters used to reconstruct
power spectrum E(k?) from BP19 model. The mean velocity
V i,0 ' 630 km/s and Alfvén velocity vA = 80 km/s.

With this prescription one then obtains the broadening
in k? for each frequency as ki,min = !/(xi,1Vi,?) and
ki,max = !/(xi,0Vi,?) that corresponds to each power
spectrum Pi,sc(!, ✓i). Using ⌘ = 0.90 for this analysis
leads to the values of xi,0 and xi,1 summarized in Ta-
ble 1. For all considered ✓i, the broadening seems to be
the same for the empirical values of ✏i  0.1.
In the upper right panel of figure 4 we illustrate1 the

broadening in k? that contributes to the power spec-
trum Psc(!0, ✓i) for frequency !0 = 2⇡f0, where f0 =
4.5⇥ 10�3 Hz. It is worth mentioning that the method-
ology proposed in BP19 can be used to reconstruct the
reduced energy spectrum as long as tan ✓b & �u0/vA,
i.e., tan ✓b & 20� for the data set considered in this work.

3.2. Derivation of E(k?) using the Taylor

approximation (TA)

As suggested in BP19 sweeping model, the Taylor ap-
proximation can be recovered in the limit when ✏ �! 0.
It is straightforward to show from Eq. (8)

lim
✏!0

ḡ✏(x) =

(
2

⇡
p
1�x2 0 < x < 1

0 otherwise
(13)

from where it follows that using equations (6) and (7)
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where �(x) is the Gamma function. Thus the re-
lationship that connects the reduced power spectrum

1 In the figure we re-scaled E(k?) by various factors for clarity

E(k?) ' Ci,TAk
�↵i
? and the spacecraft-frame power

spectrum Psc(!, ✓i) given in Eq. (5) will become

Psc(!) = ⇤TA
Ci,TA

Vi,?
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The values of ⇤TA and the corresponding energy con-
stants Ci,TA for the spectral indices ↵ = 3/2 and 5/3 are
listed in Table 1. The results from this analysis show
that for Ci ' Ci,TA in SI units (and ⇤i ' ⇤TA) for both
↵ value, suggesting that the TA is still a good approx-
imation for empirical values of ✏i . 0.1. Furthermore,
the function f✏!0(↵ = 3/2, x) that is used to compute
ḡ✏!0(x) in Eq. (13) in TA are plotted in the lower left
panel of figure 4. Even when ✏ ⌧ 1 (TA) there is still
some broadening that is caused by the integration over
angle �. The estimation of the broadening in x for the
TA case provide the same values of xi,0 and xi,1 as found
using BP19 methodology.
The analysis we present suggests that the BP19 model

and TA provide a similar prediction for the energy con-
stant. However, the TA obtained from BP19 in the limit
of ✏ ! 0 takes into account the broadening in k? for a
corresponding angular frequency !, which arises from
the angular integration of the wavevector in the field-
perpendicular plane. To the best of our knowledge, the
e↵ect of this broadening within TA approximation has
not been taken into account in solar wind observations.
As our results show, for observations with ✏ . 0.1, both
the energy constant and broadening are the same as with
the TA. For larger values of ✏, this is not necessarily the
case. For instance, in the lower right panel of Figure
4 we estimate the parameter ⇤ and the corresponding
values of x0 and x1 assuming ↵ = 3/2 and varying ✏
from 10�3 to 4. Interestingly, the parameter ⇤ remains
roughly constant for ✏ . 0.5, which means that we would
expect the same values for the energy constant whether
applying BP19 model or TA for this range of ✏. The pa-
rameter ⇤ begins to change appreciably when ✏ & 0.5.
This value of ✏ & 0.5 might be obtained near the sun re-
gion when dealing with time signals near the sun region
where PSP is going to explore. The broadening seems to
not change dramatically when ✏ . 0.1, however, when
✏ > 0.1 the curves of x0 and x1 begin to change. We
conclude that for ✏ . 0.1 both TA and BP19 lead to the
same energy constant and broadening, for 0.1 . ✏ . 0.5
the TA properly captures the energy constant but not
the broadening, while for any value of ✏ > 0.5 the TA
can no longer be justified.

4. CONCLUSION

In this analysis we applied the methodology proposed
recently by Bourouaine and Perez (2019) (BP19) to re-

✏ = �u0/(
p
2V?)
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!i. This is a strong signature that the turbulence is strong and
anisotropic as found in many previous works!(Horbury et al.
2008; Podesta 2009; Chen et al. 2011).

The top left panel of Figure 4 displays the function ( )B�f x,
i

for the empirical parameters òi. The values of !i were obtained
through Equation (7) and summarized in Table 1. The curves of

( )B�f x,
i

are seen to be broad in X� ? ?x k Vi, . According
to BP19, TA can be recovered when ò = 1 and its accuracy
worsens when the broadening of ( )B�f x,

i
becomes signi!cant,

as we discuss in the next subsection. The broadening in x will
basically lead to broadening in the !eld-perpendicular
wavenumber k!. This means that the energy ( )X RP , isc at a
small frequency bin around " corresponds to the energy in the
wavenumber range [ ]% �?k k k,i i i, ,min ,max according to the
energy power E(k!). This broadening can be determined from
the broadening [ ]% �x x x,i i i,0 ,1 of the function ( )B�f x,

i
. The

values of xi,0 and xi,1 can be estimated from the following two
prescriptions: (1) the integral

( ) ( )¨ B I� -�f x dx, 12
x

x

i
i

i

i
,0

,1

captures a desired fraction (e.g., #!;!0.9) of the !i parameter,
and (2)

( ) ( ) ( )¨ ¨B B�
d

� �f x dx f x dx, , . 13
x x

0

i
i

i
i

,0 ,1

With this prescription one then obtains the broadening in k! for
each frequency as

( ) ( ) ( )/ /X X� �? ?k x V k x Vand 14i min i i i max i i, ,1 , , ,0 ,

corresponding to each power spectrum ( )X RP ,i i,sc . Using
#!=!0.90 in this analysis leads to the values of xi,0 and xi,1
summarized in Table 1. For all considered !i, the broadening
seems to be the same for the empirical values of òi!!!0.1.
In the top right panel of Figure 4 we illustrate1 the

broadening in k! that contributes to the power spectrum
( )X RP , isc 0 for frequency X Q� f20 0, where f0!=!4.5!!10"3 Hz.

It is worth mentioning that the methodology proposed in BP19
can be used to reconstruct the reduced energy spectrum as long
as R E2 u vtan b A0 , i.e., R n2tan 20b for the data set considered
in this work.

3.2. Derivation of E(k!) Using the Taylor Approximation

As suggested in the BP19 sweeping model, the TA can be
recovered in the limit when l� 0. It is straightforward to show
from Equation (9)
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from where it follows that using Equations (7)!and!(8)
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where "(x) is the Gamma function. Thus the relationship that
connects the reduced power spectrum ( ) � B

? ?
�E k C ki,TA

i and
the spacecraft-frame power spectrum ( )X RP , isc given in
Equation (6) will become
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The values of !TA and the corresponding energy constants
Ci,TA for the spectral indices $!=!3/2 and 5/3 are listed in
Table 1. The results from this analysis show that for �C Ci i,TA
in SI units (and �- -i TA) for both values of $, suggesting that
the TA is still a good approximation for empirical values of
òi!!!0.1. The function ( )B �l�f x3 2,0 that is used to
compute ¯ ( )l�g x0 in Equation (15) in TA are plotted in the
bottom left panel of Figure 4. Even when ò!=!1 (TA) there is
still some broadening that is caused by the integration over
angle f. The estimation of the broadening in x for the TA case
provide the same values of xi,0 and xi,1 as found using the BP19
methodology.
The analysis we present suggests that the BP19 model and TA

provide a similar prediction for the energy constant. However, the
TA obtained from BP19 in the limit of l� 0 takes into account
the broadening in ?k for a corresponding angular frequency ",
which arises from the angular integration of the wavevector in the
!eld-perpendicular plane. To the best of our knowledge, the effect
of this broadening within TA approximation has not been taken
into account in solar wind observations. As our results show, for
observations with ò!!!0.1, both the energy constant and broad-
ening are the same as with the TA. For larger values of ò, this is
not necessarily the case. For instance, in the bottom right panel of
Figure 4 we estimate the parameter ! and the corresponding
values of x0 and x1 assuming $!=!3/2 and varying ò from 10"3 to
4. Interestingly, the parameter ! remains roughly constant for

Figure 4. Top left: the functions ( )B�f x,
i plotted as a function of the

dimensionless variable x for the empirical values of òi and $!=!3/2. Top right:
part of the inertial-range power-law !ts ( )Qr B�D f2i (colored solid lines) that
correspond to ( )X RP ,sc i . The dashed colored lines are the corresponding reduced
power spectra r B�C fi (where ( )Q� ? ?f k V 2i, ). The different power-law curves
have been offset vertically for easier viewing. The broadening in k! that corresponds
to frequency f0!=!4.5!!!10"3 Hz is shown in the frequency-domain interval (gray
areas) as [ ] ( ) [ ] [ ]�Q �?k k V f x f x f f, 2 , 0.2, 1.1i i i i i,min ,max , 0 ,1 0 ,0 0 0 (see
Equation (14)). Bottom left: curves represent the function ( )Bl�f x,0 plotted for
$!=!3/2. Bottom right: curves of ! (solid line), x0 (dot line), and x1 (dash line)
plotted vs. ò all estimated for $!=!3/2.

1 In the !gure we rescaled E(k!) by various factors for clarity.
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In some intervals TH is valid



• What are the limits of using TH in SW measurements?
- According to the model proposed in BP19, epsilon can be used as a proxy
parameter to determine the validity of TH

• Can TH be applied in all SW conditions?
- We will investigate how the parameter epsilon  vary with different solar
wind conditions, e.g., solar wind speed, heliocentric distance, plasma
compressibility,….using PSP data and other spacecraft.

• Is there any possibility to interpret SW time signals when TH is not valid?
- We believe yes, the extended Kraichnan sweeping model in MHD can be used to interpret solar
wind data.  We plan to validate this methodology using multi-spacecraft data MMS, Cluster, ...

Conclusion


